Decision 2018

Weigh your options before casting your ballot!
farragutpress editorial team questions the candidates.

Need more information before you Vote - review the entire Decision 2018 covering the 46 candidates that
responded to questions presented by the farragutpress online at farragutpress.com. Cast an informed Vote.

EFFECTIVE, PROVEN, EXPERIENCED

BOB MARKLI
WWW.MARKLIFORMAYOR.COM

AS YOUR NEXT MAYOR, I WILL REMAIN COMMITTED TO FARRAGUT’S FOUNDING
PRINCIPLES AS PROVEN IN MY PAST 9 YEARS OF SERVICE AS YOUR ALDERMAN:
+ Preventing the need for a property tax (Never on my watch!)
+. Strengthening and supporting our revenue base, ﬁlling empty storefronts
+ Opposing any tax schemes on Individuals, Families and Businesses (The invariable
results of which are to strangle revenues while growing the size of government.)
+ Strengthening our neighborhoods and protecting Home Owner interests
+ Maintaining Farragut’s Vision, Traditions and Legacy by strengthening and protecting
our high standards and the Farragut Brand
+ Supporting our schools and re-committing to partnerships in education.
+ Being accessible to ALL Community Stakeholders.
+ Employing ﬁscally conservative and lean government principles
+ Putting community safety ﬁrst focusing on our roads and infrastructure
+ Pro-Farragut, pro-America, pro-Constitution, pro-liberty
+ Supporting our local law enforcement and our military
+ Pro-family, pro-faith, pro-life
I have lived, worked, served, shopped,
worshipped and played in Farragut since
1988. My four children all attended
Farragut schools from pre-school thru
high school. I built over 100 of
Farragut’s ﬁner homes between 1991 and
2009 when I joined the Board of Mayor
and Aldermen, and have only built one
here since then to avoid any semblance
of conﬂict of interest. In my 9+ years on
the Board I have built the best record of
attendance at meetings and have demonstrated a commitment to study the issues
in depth, not relying solely on staff
recommendations. I have been involved
with Town staff since 1991 and served
on various boards and committees for a
Paid for by the Campaign to Elect Bob Markli Alderman, Denise Markli, Treasurer
combined total of over 21 years.
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US Rep 2nd District Candidate
Based on your political philosophy
and speciﬁc problem-solving solutions, why should you be elected
to Congress?

As a state legislator and mayor of
Knox County, I have made conservative
principles and constituent service the
foundation of my service. When various
special interests wanted to pass a huge
property tax increase in Knox County, I
worked day and night to defeat the proposal. I never gave up – no matter how
much they pressured or bullied me. I
had promised the people of Knox County
I would not raise taxes, and I am a man
of my word. In the end, we defeated the
proposal, and we have passed ﬁscally responsible budgets every single year with
NO tax increases.
Based on your personal qualities and political experience,
why should you be elected to
Congress?

I was born and raised in East Tennessee and truly love this state and its
people. One of my favorite things about
serving the people of Knox County has
been meeting and talking with all the
folks who make up our area. Personal relationships and staying true to my
conservative values are my guiding principles. I will always put the people of
East Tennessee ﬁrst – because they are
my family.
What are the two biggest problems — with a federal solution —
facing the 2nd District, and what
legislation might you sponsor to
help alleviate the problems?

TIM
BURCHETT, R
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One major problem is that illegal immigration poses both a security and an
economic threat to our nation. President Trump has stood strong on this issue, but too many members of Congress
lack the courage to stand by him. Instead of funding wasteful pork-barrel
projects, Congress needs to stay focused
on this crucial issue.
Another major issue is term limits.
Too many career politicians go down to
Washington with the hope of being part
of the D.C. swamp. They enjoy the special perks that come with political pow-

er, and put their special-interest buddies ahead of their constituents back
home. This creates a corrupt system
where the entrenched powers look out
only for themselves. I am a big believer in term limits and believe we should
pass term limit legislation for the House
and the Senate. This will return the balance of power to the people and restore
good government.
What’s something you’ve learned
from constituent feedback that
has motivated you into action, or
future action?

I talk to constituents every day, and
the most important thing I’ve learned
is that no problem is too minor to deal
with. Every person and every concern
is important. From ﬁxing pot holes, to
shoveling snow, to protecting taxpayer dollars, to safeguarding our religious
freedom, I have tackled every issue big
and small and made sure my constituents know that our ofﬁce will help with
any issue.
In terms of your opponents’ campaigns, what are the two most
important things you must refute
concerning portrayal of your record, character etc.?

Unfortunately, my opponents have
already resorted to personal attacks
against myself and my family. That is
simply uncalled for. My family is not on
the ballot – I am. I would hope my opponents have the courage to go after me on
the issues that matter to the 2nd Congressional District, not engage in childish political games.
The atmosphere within Congress,
according to multiple reports, is
more hostile than ever. Explain
why you have the temperament to
tolerate this hostility? What personal qualities might be needed?

I try to stay focused on the things that
matter most in life: faith, family and
freedom – not the silly attacks. I think
about the folks who depend on me to
do my job – good, hard-working, honest
folks who love Tennessee as much as I
do, and that keeps me focused.

US Rep 2nd District Candidate

JASON EMERT, R

Based on your political philosophy
and speciﬁc problem-solving solutions, why should you be elected to
Congress?

Having spent the better part of my adult
life in business – ﬁrst my family’s and now
my own – I know that the problems we face
in our country today require practical, conservative solutions. As a business owner,
I’m responsible to my employees, my customers — and no one else. Accountability is a key part of leadership in business
and in government. Too many politicians
in Washington spend their time serving
special interests rather than their constituents, which is why they accomplish nothing. I want to make Washington work for us
again. If I’m elected to Congress, I’ll serve
the people of East Tennessee, not lobbyists, special interest groups or anyone else
besides my constituents. I’ll ﬁght for true
conservative values like protecting the
right to life, the Second Amendment and
securing our border.
Based on your personal qualities and
political experience, why should you

be elected to Congress?

I’m not a Washington insider and I don’t
have experience as a politician. Instead,
I’m a businessman who’s willing to take
risks and work hard to get the job done.
In fact, I’m proud to not have the decades
of time as career politicians that my opponents do. They have spent this time
kicking the can down the road on important issues we face here in East Tennessee
and it’s time for change. Last November,
Americans rejected the Washington elites
in favor of President Trump, a businessman and political outsider who promised
to shake things up: the same values I represent. Every step of the way, career politicians have chosen to ignore the will of
the people and obstruct the Trump agenda, and that is exactly why we need more
businessmen like me in Congress to ﬁght
for the President’s plan.
What are the two biggest problems
— with a federal solution — facing
the 2nd District, and what legislation might you sponsor to help alleviate the problems?

For eight years, Republicans promised
to repeal and replace Obamacare. It’s how
we took back the House and Senate, and
it’s one of President Trump’s top priorities.
The repeal of the individual mandate was
a step in the right direction, but we need
a full repeal of Obamacare and a free-market replacement. I have experience as an
executive in the healthcare industry, and
I’ve seen ﬁrsthand how Obamacare strips
Tennesseans of their freedom to choose
plans that work for them.
Second, we absolutely must cut back
on out-of-control government spending.
If I spent money in my business the way
Congress spends taxpayer money, I’d go
bankrupt. Washington is bankrupting
America with massive omnibus spending
packages while ignoring the national debt,
and the blame for this mess falls on both
parties. In order to ensure a prosperous
future for our country, we must balance
the federal budget.
What’s something you’ve learned
from constituent feedback that
has motivated you into action, or

future action?

Before announcing my candidacy I
traveled throughout the 2nd District and
heard the same thing time and again: people in East Tennessee don’t want any more
career politicians. They’re frustrated with
a government that’s increasing in size but
decreasing in efﬁciency. They’re tired of
seeing the people they trusted to represent them lose sight of Tennessee values
and forget about the people who elected them. Making Washington work for us
again is the whole premise of my campaign. It’s time for our elected representatives to actually represent their constituents. I grew up in Tennessee. I know
where I came from, and I sure won’t forget
my roots or the people who depend on me
if I’m elected to Congress.
In terms of your opponents’ campaigns, what are the two most important things you must refute concerning portrayal of your record,
character etc.?

See EMERT on Page 26
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US Rep 2nd District Candidate

HANK HAMBLIN, R
Based on your political philosophy
and speciﬁc problem-solving solutions, why should you be elected
to Congress?

My philosophy is simple, “Common
Sense Resolution.” My experiences and
training during my 26 years in the U.S.
Army as both an enlisted soldier and
commissioned ofﬁcer “in and out of combat” taught me to identify the problem,
formulate several courses of action to
solve that problem. Then after weighing
against factors and limitations, to implement the best course of action. My experiences, philosophy and problem-solving
techniques make me the most trustworthy candidate to send to D.C. to represent every community, family and individual in the 2nd District.
Based on your personal qualities and political experience, why
should you be elected to Congress?

I have never been a politician but
have worked closely with U.S. ofﬁcials
and foreign administrations concerning
the standing up of the Iraqi Interim Government in 2003 and missions deeply involving geopolitical issues dealing with
protecting U.S. interests, and as both
an infantry commander and a program
manager on the Army staff, have been a
steward of the tax payers dollars.
What are the two biggest problems — with a federal solution —
facing the 2nd District, and what
legislation might you sponsor to
help alleviate the problems?

Too many problems face our sevencounty district. Legislation concerning securing and protecting Medicare
and Social Security along with cutting
sovernment spending on external aid
and foreign government sustainment
will be among my priorities.

has motivated you into action, or
future action?

Lack of career opportunities and
healthcare along with the opioid addiction crisis are what pulled my trigger and launched me into this ﬁght. I
want what’s best for our neighbors, family, veterans, East Tennessee’s resources and our sons and daughters serving
in our armed forces along with our public service professionals. Therefore, they
will be the scales by which I weigh all
decisions and legislation.
In terms of your opponents’ campaigns, what are the two most
important things you must refute
concerning portrayal of your record, character etc.?

If anything it would be that I have
never been a politician. That being said,
I think East Tennessee is of the same
mind as the rest of the nation and President Trump in saying “we are through
with career politicians.” I want both the
House and Senate to be term limited
and drug tested. Some people, especially the career politicians in this race, may
take issue with my views.
The atmosphere within Congress,
according to multiple reports, is
more hostile than ever. Explain
why you have the temperament to
tolerate this hostility? What personal qualities might be needed?

One of my best qualities is the ability to exercise what I call “combat patience” before engaging. I assess and
analyze situations and issues before
committing time, energy and resources.
I ﬁght with facts and have a great history of establishing working relationships
to achieve common goals. This coupled
with my skill sets make me the best candidate to serve our district. I served our
country for 26 years, now let me serve
you.

What’s something you’ve learned
from constituent feedback that
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US Rep 2nd District Candidate

RENEE HOYOS, D
(Pictured second from right)

Based on your political philosophy
and speciﬁc problem-solving solutions, why should you be elected to
Congress?

I believe elected ofﬁcials should be accountable to their constituents and should
address the needs of the country. I am
pragmatic and am running to ﬁnd solutions to the problems that face people
in East Tennessee: available healthcare,
quality education, environmental protectio and increased wages. In Congress this
requires working with others, and I believe
bi-partisan solutions can be reached.
Based on your personal qualities and
political experience, why should you
be elected to Congress?

I have been working on public policy
issues for more than 17 years. I fully understand the legislative process and have
helped manage a bill from draft to ﬁnal
passage. I believe in reaching across the
aisle to ﬁnd solutions that Democrats and
Republicans can agree on to address local,

state and national needs.
What are the two biggest problems
— with a federal solution — facing
the 2nd District, and what legislation might you sponsor to help alleviate the problems?

Clearly, we need to expand healthcare
options. I would like to see healthcare
markets expanded and pharmaceutical
drug prices reduced through greater competition and more consumer choice. And,
I’ve been disappointed with the direction
at the Department of Education. I would
like to see a secretary and department
that provides more support to the public
school systems through assistance to the
states to address immediate needs.
What’s something you’ve learned
from constituent feedback that has
motivated you into action, or future
action?

I’ve been traveling throughout the 2nd
District now for seven months. So many

people feel like they are not being listened
to by elected ofﬁcials. They feel they have
no voice in Washington, D.C. If elected, I
will make sure that I have town hall meetings and am available to the constituents of the 2nd district when I am back at
home.

want to solve problems together.

In a heavily GOP Congressional district, it might be tempting to “go
right” of your party’s platform to get
Independent and moderate Republican votes. How do you stay true to
Democratic ideals yet reach enough
moderate non-Democratic voters to
be elected?

Patience and persistence. Legislative
accomplishments do not happen overnight. So, it will require working with my
colleagues on both sides of the aisle, hiring a good staff and staying in touch with
my constituents. I think that last effort
will be the mooring that reminds me of
why I am doing the job.
I realize I will be only one of 435 members of the House of Representatives. But,
changing the way Congress works in Washington starts with electing the right people at home.

Prior to ﬁling for the ofﬁce I spoke directly to 50 people about the race – Democrats, Republicans and Independents.
Each wanted me to run a different way. I
believe in the democratic idea of serving
all your constituents and will hold onto
that idea. I am reaching out to others,
but that is to let them know I want to hear
their ideas, that I am listening and that I

The atmosphere within Congress,
according to multiple reports, is
more hostile than ever. Explain why
you have the temperament to tolerate this hostility? What personal
qualities might be needed?

Website: www.hoyosforcongress.com
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US Rep 2nd District Candidate

JIMMY MATLOCK, R
Based on your political philosophy
and speciﬁc problem-solving solutions, why should you be elected to
Congress?

My political philosophy has always been
the less government, the better. I entered
the world of politics for two reasons: 1. I was
a frustrated business owner, tired of having
some unelected, unaccountable bureaucrat
who’s never had to do what we do in business
seemingly always making my life more difﬁcult. That comes from local, state and the
federal government. 2. I have always been
ﬁrmly on the side of life and the unborn.
The life issue really motivated me to get into
public service because I felt we weren’t doing enough to protect the unborn. I’m not big
on getting attention and headlines, but in my
12 years in the Tennessee State Legislature
I have been proud of my record of standing
ﬁrmly on the side of business, free enterprise
and life.
Based on your personal qualities and
political experience, why should you
be elected to Congress?

Our country was founded upon the premise
that people from the private sector would step
up for elected ofﬁce – a government by the
people, for the people. Since age 22, when my
father passed, I have been a business owner in
the 2nd Congressional District. Matlock Tire
has seen good years and bad. We need somebody from the business world who has had to
lay awake at night thinking about meeting payroll, put their family’s money on the line and
make it in the real world to go to Washington
and protect our families and small businesses. For 12 years, I have served as a legislator
in Nashville – growing my business and shrinking state government. Both in business and in
public service, I have tried to listen more than
I talk, be accountable to constituents and customers and put East Tennessee ﬁrst. I will do
that as your Congressman.
What are the two biggest problems
— with a federal solution — facing
the 2nd District, and what legislation
might you sponsor to help alleviate
the problems?

When I look at a problem, my ﬁrst thought
is not that government is the solution – in
fact, more often than not these days, it seems
the federal government may be the problem.
One of the chief issues facing our district and
our nation is the outrageous spending and
growth of the national debt from Washington D.C. In Tennessee, we balance our budget and control our debt. It couldn’t be more
opposite in the nation’s capital, and I want
to be a part of the solution to work toward
making our nation ﬁscally accountable and
responsible. Additionally, the federal government should have a much more limited role
in education – power and control needs to be
returned to states, counties and local school
boards. Communities, parents and teachers
know best how to educate kids, not bureaucrats.
What’s something you’ve learned from
constituent feedback that has motivated you into action, or future action?

The tragedy of the Eimers family in losing their daughter, Hannah, in an automobile
accident and the determination and will of
her family to ﬁnd answers and make changes
across the nation to protect others’ lives has
been truly the most powerful and inspirational situation I have come across in public
service. Steve Eimers is a friend, and when
he came to me for help in ﬁnding answers to
what happened in his daughter’s accident, it
reminded me what public service is all about
– helping others. Together, we and many others involved have brought awareness and attention across the state and across the nation
to what happened there, and lives are being
saved because of the laws being changed as
a result.
In terms of your opponents’ campaigns, what are the two most important things you must refute concerning portrayal of your record, character
etc.?

One professional political running in this
race has said, “You can’t come off the bench”
from a career in business to public service to
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See MATLOCK on Page 26

US Rep 2nd District Candidate

ASHLEY NICKLOES, R
Based on your political philosophy
and speciﬁc problem-solving solutions, why should you be elected to
Congress?

I believe in limited government and will
go to Congress to work hard to put those
values to work. We need to enact term limits and I will go to Congress for a limited
time, like the Founders intended. For the
past two decades I have dedicated my life
to this nation as a combat aviator. I have
interacted with Coalition Forces around
the globe in some of the most austere and
complex situations. I will bring that experience to Washington as the representative of the 2nd district.
Based on your personal qualities
and political experience, why should
you be elected to Congress?

I am a ﬁscally conservative individual
with a strong moral compass. I live my life
by faith, family and service. I am a political outsider and will bring an outsider’s
perspective to Congress. I am not a career
politician and will not be one. Congress
needs men and women who will serve the
nation, not their own interests or special
interest groups. My view from 18,000 feet
over Iraq, Afghanistan and Syria is very
different than the view from Washington,
D.C. My experience in the military has
taught me that it doesn’t matter if the person beside you is from the left or right, a
different race or religion. We work together to solve problems and successfully complete the mission.
What are the two biggest problems
— with a federal solution — facing
the 2nd District, and what legislation might you sponsor to help alleviate the problems?

The effects of the Affordable Care Act
have been devastating to the businesses
and companies of the 2nd District. I will
work to roll back the harmful policies that
hinder effective care and have increased
premiums and healthcare costs for working families. Additionally, the opioid crisis
continues to destroy our families and our
economy. I will work on legislation that re-

verses the course set by the federal government and Centers for Medicare and
Medicaid Services, and ensures we are addressing root causes and not symptoms of
the problem.
What’s something you’ve learned
from constituent feedback that has
motivated you into action, or future
action?

Constituents are frustrated by career
politicians and a government in Washington, D.C. that is out of touch with everyday citizens. My goal is to go to Washington
to bring real change to our nation, by supporting President Trump and his policies.
I am convinced that enacting term limits can force real change in Congress and
our government. Congress needs to be reminded that they work for the citizens of
this nation, and not the other way around.
I pledge to go to Washington, serve for a
limited time and come home. I will never
lose sight of what matters most to the people of the 2nd District of Tennessee.
Name a couple of things some people may, or do, misunderstand about
your general philosophy, speciﬁc beliefs or ideas for change?

My platform is straightforward. I live by
my values of faith, family and service and I
am a conservative Republican. This means
I am pro-life, pro-business, pro-Second
Amendment, in favor of legislation to secure the border, in favor of reigning in out
of control spending by the federal government, and I want to ensure our military
has the tools they need to defend our nation and remain strong.
The atmosphere within Congress,
according to multiple reports, is
more hostile than ever. Explain why
you have the temperament to tolerate this hostility? What personal
qualities might be needed?

As a lieutenant colonel in the U.S. Air
Force and Tennessee Air National Guard, I
have been deployed eight times in the serSee NICKLOES on Page 26
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US Rep 2nd District Candidate

VITO SAGLIANO, R

Based on your political philosophy
and speciﬁc problem-solving solutions, why should you be elected to
Congress?

— with a federal solution — facing
the 2nd District, and what legislation might you sponsor to help alleviate the problems?

I offer a unique option, and insight that
seems to be a lost philosophy. I believe
if elected, our job is not be placed above
the people, but should directly be part of
those we serve and represent. Represent,
and do the job we were elected to, without
bias or swayed by who can line our pockets the best.
I have always been the person to “resolve problems” and have been very good
at it. This being anything from project
planning, to moving millions of dollars’
worth of assets. My speciﬁc solution to
problem solving is a simple one, ﬁx the
source of the problem and don’t just put
a Band-Aid on it. We don’t have to spend
millions or billions of dollars, just look at
the real cause and follow through with doing the best for the situation, the people,
and the nation.

The two largest issues we face in our
district are Washington D.C. and Infrastructure.
While there are a few good individuals,
they are rare today and only getting fewer. We cannot let them go extinct, which is
why I am here.
I personally plan on being the solution,
by directly representing us. I will provide
direct communication with everyone in
the district with town halls, mailers, group
meetings and one-on-one meetings
We have to address our roads, power
grids, water systems, communications and
all infrastructure resources. I have a design to develop a modular system that will
address most of our infrastructure items,
which would allow us to provide opportunities to be looked at by businesses that
will develop careers in East Tennessee.
The actual development and placement
of these systems will provide work opportunity to many in each county, adding for
state and national job growth.

Based on your personal qualities
and political experience, why should
you be elected to Congress?

My core experiences and responsibility for years have been problem solving, in
environments that are often true life-anddeath situations. As a career Navy Seabee,
I am a successful small business owner
who is alive dealing with the same mess
we have all faced over the years. I’m not a
politician — politics never was intended
as a career, but as a way for individuals to
serve their nation. I have a global understanding of cultures and political environments, held balanced budgets and assets
with zero deﬁcit ranging from $40k to up
to $2.7 billion, while managing operations,
projects and personnel across the globe.
My last command alone deﬁned $2.06
billion budget, via $560 working capital,
$1.5 billion in construction, professional
engineering and facility, a work force of
100 military personnel, over 3,000 civilian
personnel and was responsible for bases,
facilities,and other assets in 15 states
What are the two biggest problems

What’s something you’ve learned
from constituent feedback that has
motivated you into action, or future
action?

Two things stick out most since I started running: Individuals feeling left behind
and not heard. I will personally assure that
will not happen under my time. I will give
the personal attention needed, and opportunities to be heard.
Another item relates directly with the
nation’s truck drivers. They came to me
concerned about their rights being ignored, and bad regulations. I personally
took action, and addressed these concerns
at both a state and federal level.
On the federal level, we are looking at
a national movement to start addressing
these concerns, but will take someone
physically there to stand up. On a state
level, I developed two bills, and two proposals to address, and deﬁne actions the
state could take to offer relief. One of
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the proposed bills became an active bill,
passed committees, signed into law by the
governor on April 18.
In terms of your opponents’ campaigns, what are the two most important things you must refute concerning portrayal of your record,
character etc.?

I only have one item.
That an individual who has not taken in
hundreds of thousands of dollars has no
chance of representing the people of a selected elected ofﬁce.
The primary focus of any campaign and
elected ofﬁce should always be the people, and in my personal view we have let
money negatively inﬂuence our campaigns
and ofﬁces as a whole. I would represent
the people of our district, not dollars. We
know those dollars are attached to obligations, and regardless of how much one
insist it has no impact, we know reality. I
personally will not sell myself out for a dol-

lar, and will always place my personal integrity above that.
The atmosphere within Congress,
according to multiple reports, is
more hostile than ever. Explain why
you have the temperament to tolerate this hostility? What personal
qualities might be needed?

I have lived, worked, fought and most
importantly succeeded in hostile environments for years. Not only do I have the
temperament needed, I am not a politician, leaving me off any playing ﬁeld they
would expect someone to be on.
As a Seabee, we are taught to know the
games, but don’t become part of the game,
do your job and above all use common
sense to make whatever you are doing,
happen. We have a simple saying, “The difﬁcult we’ll do at once, the impossible may
take a little longer.”

US Rep 2nd District Candidate

GREG SAMPLES, L
Based on your political philosophy
and speciﬁc problem-solving solutions, why should you be elected to
Congress?

As a libertarian, I understand that the
overwhelming majority of problems facing
the United States today are self-inﬂicted.
Almost without fail, they are the result of
government interference in a particular
arena. Rather than attempt to create more
solutions with unintended consequences, I will focus on removing the causes of
the problems, thus realizing a permanent,
rather than temporary solution.
Based on your personal qualities and
political experience, why should you
be elected to Congress?

Personal qualities and political experience are not qualiﬁcations for ofﬁce. We
have elected thousands of ofﬁcials over
the last decades with plenty of experience and personal achievements. That has
brought us to where we are today, polarized politically and economically unsound.
What is needed is a political philosophy
that recognizes that liberty and justice are
the only reasons government needs to exist. By steadfastly following these principles we will arrive at the best society possible.
What are the two biggest problems
— with a federal solution — facing
the 2nd District, and what legislation might you sponsor to help alleviate the problems?

The 2nd District is not unique, it faces
the same problems as the rest of the country. The rollercoaster we call the economy
is on another bubble-bursting path, just as
it was in the early 2000s. When the economy crashes in this game of musical chairs
some people will be left out and will potentially lose everything. But everyone will
lose something. Government spending, especially on military endeavors throughout
the world — which actually increase the
danger for most Americans — is the biggest culprit of economic instability. Government spending either takes money out
of consumer’s pockets via taxes, or causes

higher prices via inﬂation by government
borrowing. For the 2nd District and the
entire nation, the United States must severely reduce its military action worldwide, and return to a sound currency that
does not enhance inﬂation.
What’s something you’ve learned
from constituent feedback that has
motivated you into action, or future
action?

Healthcare has the most direct, personal, immediate effect. Forbes reported on
Brookings Institute ﬁndings that as a result of the Affordable Care Act, individual premiums increased by an average of
24.4 percent. S&P Global Institute found
that medical costs increased between
2013 and 2015 by an estimated 69 percent.
For those who understand economic principles, this is not surprising. There were
not more doctors and nurses available after ACA, and when demand increases but
supply does not, prices goes up. Another
possibility is the quality goes down, and
we have seen doctors and nurses become
increasingly pressured to serve increasing
numbers of patients. Another problem is
people who cannot legally obtain simple,
natural treatment such as cannabis, which
is known to help with many different conditions. It is beyond arrogance that legislators have assumed they have the wisdom
and knowledge to tell patients what they
can and cannot have.
Name a couple of things some people may, or do, misunderstand about
your general philosophy, speciﬁc beliefs or ideas for change?

There has been a lot of misunderstanding about libertarian philosophy, mainly
because of the mainstream media’s inaccuracy, and also because of mainstream
politicians claiming to be libertarian
when they are not. Libertarian principles
derive from the same ideals that created America, that each human being has
certain rights that cannot be taken
away, and that government authority can
only be valid if it is in harmony with these
rights. Everyone is libertarian on issues

important to them.
Another intentional misunderstanding
has been created by the Tennessee state
legislature. Although I am the ofﬁcial nominee of the Libertarian Party of Tennessee,
I will be on the ballot in November as an
Independent. This is because while it
requires 25 signatures to get on
the ballot as a Democrat, Republican or Independent,
it requires over 33,000
signatures as a Libertarian. This is nothing but political
malfeasance by the
legislature, to protect themselves.
The atmosphere
within Congress,
according to multiple reports, is more
hostile than ever. Explain why you have
the temperament to
tolerate this hostility?
What personal qualities
might be needed?

When I was young, a family member once said I had the patience
of Job. I still have the ability to disregard personal attacks, and to disregard arguments that are not relevant to
the issue at hand. One of the reasons for
conﬂict is that with both the Left and the
Right, goals are achieved via authoritarian
means, which makes the side that does not
win that particular battle feel violated, and rightly so. Hostile emotions then arise. Libertarian philosophy takes the
opposite approach, that
we have no authority to
impose our will on others, nor they on us. This
allows us to follow Jefferson’s admonition
to stand like a rock
in matters of principle, but in matters of
style, to go with the
ﬂow.
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US Rep 2nd District Candidate

C. DAVID STANSBERRY, R
Based on your political philosophy
and speciﬁc problem-solving solutions, why should you be elected to
Congress?

I am a Constitutional conservative.
Many people in the world want to live in
America because we have established the
right foundation for freedom. I believe the
political system should Constitutionally
work for constituents, and when it doesn’t,
I will ﬁnd a way to correct it. I am a problem solver and will work with the people of
the 2nd District to address the issues that
matter to all of us.
I am a qualiﬁed, non-politician working
man who will provide the leadership required to meet the many challenges of the
future. If the “volunteers” of the 2nd Congressional District will unite with me, then
together we will stop the craziness of the
Politically Correct movement and return
sanity to the 2nd District and America.
Based on your personal qualities and
political experience, why should you
be elected to Congress?

The personal quality I will provide is real
leadership. I won’t be making “safe-votes,”
to prevent upsetting anyone so I can be reelected. The people of the 2nd District will
have their concerns and issues voiced loud
and clear. I will listen to them and address
the issues that matter to them and their
families, which other politicians are afraid
to address. I just don’t know how to quit.
I have never held an elected political
ofﬁce. I am not an established politician.
However, my political experience as a voter
and actively working on issues by contacting my representatives spans almost three
decades. I owe each constituent of the
2nd Congressional District the same thing
… listen, learn, lead and work together to
resolve issues. If the good people of the
2nd District will elect me to Congress, we
will show this nation how representation
should work.
What are the two biggest problems
— with a federal solution — facing
the 2nd District, and what legislation might you sponsor to help alle-

viate the problems?

1) Washington D.C. politics of division
is a major problem. There are politicians
who want to divide us by race, sex, income,
and now they promote illegal immigration
for non-citizens to divide us even further.
We must reject their politics of division
and work together to solve the problems
which affect all the residents of the 2nd
Congressional District.
2) Violation of our Constitutional rights,
including the right of free-speech, freedom
of religion and the right of self-defense
(2nd Amendment) is the second problem.
Our country is the greatest nation to live
in because of the Constitution of the United States. Too many politicians put their
hand on a Bible they don’t believe in and
swear to uphold a Constitution they don’t
believe in, then attack people who believe
in both as soon as they get in ofﬁce. I will
expose them and ﬁght their un-American
agendas.
What’s something you’ve learned
from constituent feedback that has
motivated you into action, or future
action?

Speaking with senior citizen constituents I learned that they are concerned
about meeting living expenses and receiving affordable health care they need. I
intend to identify and stop wasteful government spending, so the real problems
Americans face can be addressed.
Speaking with parents and grandparents I learned they are very concerned
about what the future holds for their children and grandchildren. Safety issues,
drug use and educational opportunities
are the topics which are mentioned most
often. I intend to examine current laws
and make changes to better protect our
children from criminal elements and violence. A “War on Drug Pushers,” who are
responsible for the death of tens of thousands of Americans, is needed.
The justice system needs to protect the
innocent and deter criminals who prey on
children. Public schools should educate
our children for success and not be used
to indoctrinate them with anti-American
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or immoral philosophies.
In terms of your opponents’ campaigns, what are the two most important things you must refute concerning portrayal of your record,
character etc.?

That I can’t win because I don’t have a
half-million dollars to spend on this primary campaign. I get enthusiastic support
from working people and people who know
me, but my friends who have been involved
in political campaigns tell me that what I
am trying to do is impossible. Which brings
me to my greatest character ﬂaw.
I am a dreamer. I believe in the impossible. I believe, together, we can ﬁx our political system. I believe that people who
don’t normally vote will register and vote if
I can give them hope that their vote matters. I believe that people who vote in the
general election will take the time to vote
in the primary, if they see a difference in
the candidates running. I am the different
candidate, who voters are searching for.
Congress hasn’t seen anyone like me since
Crockett went to Washington.
The atmosphere within Congress,
according to multiple reports, is
more hostile than ever. Explain why
you have the temperament to tolerate this hostility?
What personal qualities might be
needed?

Patience, professional competence
and understanding human nature
are vital to establishing working
relationships in difﬁcult situations. My extensive experience
in the ministry, military and
university settings enabled
me to work with people from
many backgrounds and cultures. I will attempt to neutralize the hostility by ﬁnding common ground and
doing what is best for our
constituents.
Some people might be
hostile because they feel
threatened, some because

they don’t have conﬁdence that anyone is
concerned about their problems or feelings — and then there are some who are
just bullies. Building working relationships
with the ﬁrst two types of people can neutralize the hostility.
Bullies just require someone to stand
up to them. Most bullies are not as smart
or tough as they think they are. I’m just
a working man for the working people. I
would appreciate your consideration to be
your next Representative for the 2nd District.
Campaign website:
stansberryforcongress.com
Facebook & Twitter:
stansberryforcongress

US Rep 2nd District Candidate

JOSHUA WILLIAMS, D
Based on your political philosophy
and speciﬁc problem-solving solutions, why should you be elected to
Congress?

I’m a huge fan of the U.S. Constitution,
and I believe that its guiding principles
and laws have never been more important
than they are right now. Our great nation
is going through a time of crisis, there are
great divides among our people and our
government in Washington seems dysfunctional, to put it mildly. But I also believe
our system of government is strong enough
to withstand this current upheaval. This is
a time to elect leaders who are not bound
by partisan allegiances. We need the sort of
old-fashioned leaders who focus on what’s
good for the nation, rather than what’s
good for the few or the wealthy. I will be
coming into ofﬁce beholden to no one, and
I’ll have respect for the values that have
made our nation great: the rule of law, respect for individual liberty, respect for diversity and equal rights under the law.
Based on your personal qualities and
political experience, why should you
be elected to Congress?

We are at a pivotal crossroads in our nation’s history. Perhaps not since the Civil
War have we faced such internal turmoil
in our political system. Partisan bickering,
powerful interest groups lobbying for policies that favor the wealthy and the promotion of self-interest over the nation’s interest characterize our current political
situation. This is a time in which we must
elect leaders who truly understand what
it means to serve: to stand up for what’s
right. As a mental health professional and
business owner, I have decades of experience in helping people and groups solve
difﬁcult problems. I am trained to ﬁnd
consensus among those who disagree, listening carefully, searching for the right answers and coming up with constructive solutions. We need leaders who will have the
courage to work across the aisle and focus
on what’s right for the country, instead of
what’s right or expedient for a few.

I think the most important issue facing
the 2nd Congressional District, and our nation, is healthcare. I look forward to working with others in Congress to immediately
shore up the Affordable Care Act. I would
be proud to sponsor House legislation H.R.
676 (the United States National Health
Care Act, or other measures that would
ensure all of our citizens have access to
quality, affordable health insurance. I’m
also quite concerned that, in spite of high
employment numbers, wages have not improved for many Americans. Especially in
East Tennessee, minimum wage jobs are
very common. I would also sponsor any potential legislation in the House for a $15
minimum wage by 2024 (there’s a similar
proposed bill in the Senate).

than they do a particular political party. Because our Congress doesn’t seem to
bring up legislation that reﬂects our people’s concerns, many are disgusted and
fed up with government. I believe that’s
why Donald Trump was elected President
— people wanted change in any form because the status quo wasn’t working. We
need real, concrete, helpful policies for
our people.

What’s something you’ve learned
from constituent feedback that has
motivated you into action, or future
action?

What are the two biggest problems
— with a federal solution — facing
the 2nd District, and what legislation might you sponsor to help alleviate the problems?

When I talk to our East Tennesseans,
the message I hear most is that people
are tired of not having a voice. They may
vote Democrat or Republican, but the vast
majority of people care more about issues

I don’t think standing up for what is
right is as hard as some make it out to be:
especially is you are not beholden to special interest groups. The majority of Tennesseans want improved healthcare. Many
working full time remain unable to care
for their families, much less get ahead.

In a heavily GOP Congressional district, it might be tempting to “go
right” of your party’s platform to get
Independent and moderate Republican votes. How do you stay true to
Democratic ideals yet reach enough
moderate non-Democratic voters to
be elected?

See WILLIAMS on Page 26
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State Gubernatorial Candidate

RANDY
BOYD, R
In terms of platform and problemsolving ideas, why are you the best
candidate?

I started my company, Radio Systems
Corporation, from scratch and grew it to
725 employees, 4,600 products and $480
million in sales. My time as a businessman has prepared me to not only run a
large organization but to also manage a
budget and make a payroll. As an entrepreneur, I am an innovator and disruptor
— something that government deﬁnitely
needs. Although I’ve never been elected
to public ofﬁce, I have engaged in public
service as the Governor’s Special Advisor
on higher education where I developed the
Drive to 55 and the Tennessee Promise to
better prepare our workforce. Recently, I
served as the Commissioner of Economic
and Community Development and brought
50,000 new job commitments and $11 billion in capital investment to our state. In
addition, I started the Rural Task Force to
help our distressed counties that we effectively reduced from 21 to 15 in two years.
In terms of personal qualities and
experience, why are you the best
candidate?

I am a seventh-generation Tennessean,
and my family has lived the Tennessee values others talk about for the last 200 years.
I’m a family man of faith, and my Christian values guide my actions. I am also a
passionate volunteer and philanthropist.
My public service is about giving back: I’ve
never taken a salary during public service
and I won’t be taking a salary as governor, either. As an entrepreneur and businessman, I’ve had a history of hard work
and perseverance, of providing vision for
big bold ideas and executing to get them
done.
If you are in favor of arming teachers
(with their consent and with training), does this include primary/elementary teachers (kindergarten-

through-ﬁfth-graders) because of a
disturbed parent’s potential rant,
for example? From a K-12 perspective, have you sampled parent reaction, and have you sought the advice
of at least one expert (law enforcement?) who said this might signiﬁcantly reduce a shooter’s ability to
wound/kill?

Our teachers are over-burdened with
too many tests and too little time to teach.
Asking teachers to also be de facto safety
ofﬁcers will add to this burden. If a teacher voluntarily wants to carry, and is willing
to go through training and certiﬁcations,
then he or she would be welcome to fulﬁll that responsibility. However, we must
get to the root of the school violence issue. First, every school must have the best
trained School Resource Ofﬁcer possible.
Second, we’ve invested billions of dollars
in airport security, while our most prized
assets, our children, do not enjoy nearly this level of security. We must invest to
make our schools safer, too. Finally, we
must address the root cause: mental illness. We can solve so many public issues
when we invest in mental health treatment: from overcrowding in jails, to school
safety, to homelessness, to drug addiction.
Concerning the opioid crisis, what
could you do as governor to help decrease the problem?

I’ve published a 10-point plan (see www.
randyboyd/opioids) with three key areas
that focus on mobilization, prevention and
recovery. We will declare a state of emer-
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gency and hire a Chief Epidemic Ofﬁcer to
marshall all the state’s resources to attack
this crisis. Second, we will focus on prevention. We need to continue to drastically
reduce over-prescription and educate people on the dangers of addiction. There is
no excuse for Tennessee to have the second highest over-prescription rate in the
country. Third, we must provide recovery.
Jail is not the place to recover, but over 70
percent of our inmates are there because
of a drug addiction or mental illness. We
must invest in facilities, and partner with
non-proﬁt organizations, to provide effective treatment. Treatment is much more
cost effective than incarceration, as studies show it is seven time less expensive.
Ideas, plans for making Tennessee
more attractive to business and industry? Any speciﬁcs that might include Knox County/Knoxville metro
area?

Tennessee’s biggest barrier is a skilled
workforce with a gap in skilled trades like
welding, HVAC, mechatronics and allied
health. As governor, we will work with our
community and technical colleges to create satellite campuses on the high schools,

so that every student can graduate with a
high school diploma and a job-ready certificate. Creating the best workforce in the
country can be our competitive advantage.
Jenny and I personally are committed to
invest in our downtown, as a more attractive, livable community will also help us
attract business. My company, Radio Systems, is continuing to grow, and also invest to make Knoxville Metro area the
most pet-friendly in America with new dog
parks added every year.
Aside from what is mentioned above,
name one or two issues Knox County/Knoxville metro area voters have
expressed the most concern about?
What can you do to help as governor?

Our biggest threat is drug addiction and
I want to make sure we are working with
Chief Rausch, the Metro Drug Coalition
and others to defeat this scourge on OUR
community. Knoxville is where I was born,
have raised my family, and am now watching my ﬁrst granddaughter begin her life. I
am committed as a governor, and as a resident, to work the rest of my life to make
our community the best it can be.

State Senate 7th District Candidate

JAMIE BALLINGER, D
In terms of your political philosophy,
policy beliefs and problem-solution
ideas, why should you be elected
the next District 7 state Senator?

rious problem facing District 7, and
maybe the state, and how could legislation you’d sponsor, or support,
help alleviate the problem?

I am proud to have been born and educated in our District, where I graduated
from both UT and the UT College of Law. I
also live and work in the District and practice law at Baker Donelson. As your next
Senator, I will steadfastly advocate for policies that keep you and your family safer,
healthier, and ﬁnancially secure. To create effective policies that meet your needs,
I am committed to listening to you and to
working across party lines with respect and
honesty. Though we may disagree strongly
at times, each side has something to offer
and the best policy solutions often come
from collaboration. Our government works
best when all citizens know that its leaders
are working to do what is best for them regardless of party or special interests. I will
do that every day as your Senator.

Tennessee’s chronic underfunding of
schools is a serious problem affecting our
District. Public schools are the foundation
for Tennessee’s ability to attract good paying jobs and are the best chance for the
most people to build a better life, yet we
continue to underfund them. Recently,
the Education Law Center noted Tennessee underfunded all school districts, particularly those with high levels of poverty,
which has District wide ﬁnancial implications. To compound this lack of funding,
the average teacher working in our District makes 29% less than a similarly prepared professional. This makes it hard to
attract teachers and to retain them over
the long-term. I would support legislation
to both update Tennessee’s Basic Education Plan, which is currently an estimated $500 million short of what is needed to
fully fund public education according to
the state comptroller’s ofﬁce, and to ensure that teachers see a raise in their paychecks.

In terms of your personal qualities (apart from what is mentioned
above) and experience, why should
you be re-elected District 7 state
Senator?

I am hard-working and I have always
rolled up my sleeves to get the job done.
I am the ﬁrst in my family to graduate college, earning my undergraduate degree
from UT with highest honors. No matter
the task, I do it to the best of my ability.
Because of my ten years as an attorney, I
am skilled at evaluating complex issues
and developing strategic plans in high
pressure situations. I have served individuals, as well as small and large businesses. I serve my clients while also being respectful to the opposing side, though we
often disagree. In my personal life, I value my family, friends, community, and our
beautiful East Tennessee. I say a prayer of
thanks every evening for all I have been
given. I am grateful. As Senator, I will continue to work hard and respectfully with
anyone who wants to make Tennessee a
better place.
What is the biggest “crisis” or se-

Aside from what is mentioned above,
what are two of the most important
pieces of legislation you might sponsor or support within the ﬁrst year if
elected?

Between now and November, I will listen to the people of our District and your
priorities will be my priorities once I am
elected. I anticipate that healthcare that
doesn’t break the bank will remain a priority of our District. Therefore, in my ﬁrst
year in the Senate, I will advocate tirelessly for the expansion of Medicaid. Tennessee’s decision not to expand Medicaid,
like our sister states of Indiana and Kentucky, costs Tennesseans money every day.
In fact, Tennesseans have now lost close to
$4 billion in federal tax dollars they have
already paid. I will also support a study
and possible legislation to make equal pay
for equal work the standard in Tennessee.
Treating everyone the same is a Tennessee
value.

What’s something you’ve learned
from constituent feedback that has
motivated you into future action?

For the last several months, I have been
meeting with and listening to many constituents. The most common and most
moving thing I have heard time and time
again is how excited they are (both men
and women) to have more women running
for ofﬁce. It is especially touching to hear
these folks introducing me to their little
girls, saying, to paraphrase: “Have you met
Ms. Jamie? She is running to be a Senator. You might do that one day, too.” Making a better life for women and their families is my passion and hearing those kind

words makes me want to work even harder to help women and their families build
a better life in Tennessee.
What are the two most important
things you must refute concerning
portrayal of your political positions,
character etc.?

Between now and November, I am sure
that I will receive critiques of my political
positions. I welcome a respectful discussion of how we can improve our District
and state. My promise is that I will treat
everyone with respect and run a race of
which me, my family, my friends, and our
District can be proud.
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State Senate 7th District Candidate

RICHARD BRIGGS, R
In terms of your political philosophy,
policy beliefs and problem-solution
ideas, why should you be re-elected
District 7 state Senator?

The Governor and Tennessee Legislature have have made Tennessee one of
the best ﬁnancially managed states in the
country with a business friendly, conservative philosophy. We are the fastest improving state in educational achievement
while recording the lowest unemployment level in the state’s history. Tennesseans enjoy the lowest taxes as percentage
of personal income in the nation. We have
cut $570 million in taxes with a 30 percent
reduction in the food tax, elimination of
the gift and inheritance tax, and phasing
out of the Hall Tax. The Rainy Day Fund
is at the highest level ever and Tennessee
receives a triple A bond rating from all the
major credit agencies.
I want to see Tennessee continue to
prosper with conservative values, low taxes, and a business friendly environment. I
am asking the voters of the 7th Senate District to allow me to continue with this important work.
In terms of your personal qualities (apart from what is mentioned
above) and experience, why should
you be re-elected District 7 state
Senator?

My entire adult life has been in service
to our community, our state and our nation.
I served our nation in the armed forces for
38 years as a peacetime military surgeon
in Korea, South America, and Egypt. As
a combat trauma surgeon, I had the great
honor and privilege of caring for our fallen
warriors during combat operations in Desert Storm, Afghanistan, and Iraq. I have
served the Knoxville community as a heart
and lung surgeon for 27 years and continue to practice. I sat on the Knox County
County Commissioner for seven years before moving to the State Senate in 2014.
My integrity has never been questioned
and I believe my constituents regard me as
an ethical public servant they can trust.
What is the biggest “crisis” or serious problem facing District 7, and

maybe the state, and how could legislation you’d sponsor, or support,
help alleviate the problem?

The opioid epidemic has devastated
East Tennessee and is unquestionably the
state’s most serious challenge. As a medical doctor, I have the necessary skill sets
to address the crisis. My legislation two
years ago closed over half the “pill mills”
in Tennessee by requiring strict certiﬁcation of the medical directors. In the 2018
legislative session, my Organized Retail
Crime Bill anticipates removing over $200
million from the illicit drug trade and will
return $14 million to the state treasury in
stolen sales tax. Other legislation I supported will decrease the number of unused pain pills in medicine cabinets and
will provide more funding for rehabilitation. The opiate crisis will not be solved
overnight but will require a long and concerted effort by everyone.
Aside from what is mentioned above,
what are two of the most important
pieces of legislation you might sponsor or support within the ﬁrst year if
re-elected?

Tennessee must continue the strong
commitment to education and support of
our teachers and students. We are the national envy for our progress and cannot
ot
step back. We have provided $500 million
onn
for teacher salaries but still need addidiitional resources to reach the national av
avverage. TnReady testing has been a debacle
lee
and will have to addressed. School secuurity is paramount and we must look to nanaational experts for recommendations and
ndd
then fund it. Mental illness traumatized
edd
our community last year with the tragic
gicc
suicides of three student at Farragut High
ghh
School. Mental illness has also contributed
edd
to violent events elsewhere in our country.
ryy.
As a medical professional, I can continue
uee
to serve as a leader in proposing legislaation to address these problems.
What’s something you’ve learned
ed
d
from constituent feedback that has
as
s
motivated you into future action?

As a new legislator 4 years ago, I unnderstood the medical and human consee-
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quences of the opiate crisis but educators,
business leaders, and constituents have
also pointed out the devastating effects
across our state. Employers want to expand business but cannot ﬁnd employees
who test drug free. Children born to addicted mothers have behavioral and learning disabilities not responding to special
education methods. Over 90% of the crime
in our community relates back to opiate
addiction and continues to increase. Many
of our citizens became opiate dependent,
through no fault of their own, after a serious medical illness. We now must move
forward if we want to confront and propose solutions to the opioid crisis
What are the two most important
things you must refute concerning

portrayal of your political positions,
character etc.?

As a physician, I receive many emails
and letters from citizens regarding health
care issues, usually about why we are not
doing more. Some of these can only be
handled at the federal level but I have
been the senate leader in addressing the
problem of our uninsured citizens, the opiate crisis, and mental health issues. Rising health insurance premiums, higher deductibles, and increasing pharmacy costs
concern every citizen and I have proposed
ways to limit the increases. I read every
email and and try to resolve every problem. As a conservative leader, I want to see
Tennessee prosper with low taxes, limited
government, and opportunities for all.

State Rep. 14th District Candidate

JUSTIN DAVIS, D
Based on your political philosophy
and speciﬁc problem-solving solutions, why should you be elected
District 14 state Rep.?

I should be elected as the State House
Representative in District 14 because the
current representation has lost touch with
the constituents in this district, and we
need more accountability. That is something I will bring to the district. Far too
often people run for ofﬁce with their own
ambitions in mind and end up worrying
more about the special interests and big
money donors who fund their campaigns
than they do the voters who elected them.
I am running because I want to hand the
keys of government back to the citizens.
Based on your personal qualities
and experience, why should you be
elected?

I was born in Knoxville and have lived
in East Tennessee my entire life. I understand the people and our way of life. I
live with the everyday challenges that we
all face and the concerns that many of us
have about our future. I know what it’s like
to work hard to make something of yourself. I’ve been doing it my entire life. I am
running because the values of this district
need better representation. Once elected,
I intend to work hard each day to ensure a
bright future for District 14.
What is the biggest “crisis” or serious problem facing District 14, and
maybe the state, and how could legislation you’d sponsor, or support,
help alleviate the problem?

I think that the biggest crisis we face is
the opioid epidemic and our most serious
problem is healthcare. I believe that the
two are tied together. Republicans have
continually blocked Gov. Haslam’s Insure
Tennessee plan that would expand healthcare coverage to thousands of Tennesseans. By refusing to expand Medicaid, our
state is losing billions of federal tax dollars. This has led to hospital closings, a
loss of jobs, loss of access to healthcare
and severely hampered our ability to combat the opioid crisis. Opioids are killing

our citizens and tearing apart families. By
expanding Medicaid, we can provide treatment to those battling addiction and begin to reopen our rural hospitals so that
Tennesseans have access to the healthcare that they deserve. Once elected, I will
work with Democrats and Republicans to
ensure that all Tennesseans have quality
healthcare.
Aside from what is mentioned above,
what are two of the most important
pieces of legislation you might sponsor or support within the ﬁrst year if
elected?

Education is extremely important to the
communities of Tennessee. I would propose strengthening our vocational and
technical education. Not everyone goes to
college and many prosper in trade ﬁelds.
There is always a need for these jobs. I
would seek legislation that would encourage local businesses to contribute training
and ﬁnancial support to local schools. This
would boost the quality of vocational training in our schools, lift some of their ﬁnancial burdens, and allow local companies to
train and recruit future employees. By assisting in training these students, companies are grooming a new generation that
will contribute to their companies for
many years.
I would also seek to boost funding for
our public schools and raise the pay of our
teachers. I believe that education is the
key to our success. Better schools lead to
better economic success and prosperity
for our state.
What’s something you’ve learned
from constituent feedback that has
motivated you into future action?

I’ve been out knocking on a lot of doors.
In fact, if I haven’t been at your doorstep
yet, expect me soon. One thing I keep hearing from voters is that they are excited to
have options at the polls. Far too often voters simply have not had options in these
elections. Another thing I keep hearing
from people is that they are feeling disenfranchised with the government. They are
tired of being consistently let down. They

feel forgotten and betrayed by the people they elected who promised to work for
them, but only seem to worry about special interest groups and big-spending donors. They want a government that works,
and more importantly, a government that
works for them. People want a candidate
with common sense and someone who is
willing to listen. That is who I am and that
is why I am running.
What are the two most important
things you must refute concerning
portrayal of your record, character
etc.?

I am often told that I work too hard and
that I care too much. I don’t view that as
a blemish on my character, though. We’ve
got some real issues that need to be addressed in Tennessee and if we intend to
make progress, now is not the time to slow
down. It’s going to take a lot of hard work
which is something I’m not afraid of. Creating forward progress is tough. However,
Tennessee is a state that understands the
value of hard work and I know I’m not in
this alone. I know I’ve got the people of
District 14 ﬁghting by my side for a better tomorrow.
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State Rep. 14th District Candidate

ALEX DUNN JR., D

Based on your political philosophy
and speciﬁc problem-solving solutions, why should you be elected
District 14 state Rep.?

My political philosophy is that a “good
idea is a good idea,” regardless of where
it originates. My goal is to take the values of our community to Nashville. Every
vote that I cast as a state legislator will be
based on whether it will be good for District 14. In the United States Marine Corps,
we were trained to problem-solve, improvise, adapt and execute best solutions. As
a result of that training and my life experiences, I will use whatever works, no matter the source. My intention is to improve
life for all of my constituents in District
14, not just a select few. I love southwest
Knox County. I am raising my family here.
My business is here. And, I want to see this
community to become stronger, safer and
truly thrive. I feel that I can do that representing District 14 in the State House.
Based on your personal qualities
and experience, why should you be
elected?

As a young man growing up in East Tennessee, I made a very important, calculated
decision to join the military. This decision

was about establishing a foundation in life
and shaping my future. I wanted to obtain
self-discipline and marketable life skills,
all while serving my country. After the
military, I was able to parlay this training
and life skills to a career in the commercial banking industry. Around this time, I
met and married my wife, Nellie. We were
blessed soon after with one son. My family is my world. And so is East Tennessee.
Thankfully, I am now at a point in my life,
both personally and professionally, where I
can give back. If elected, I will be accountable and transparent with my constituents.
I believe that I have the integrity, character and diverse life experiences to see multiple perspectives and successfully bring
people together to solve problems.

state. This decision caused 300,000 Tennesseans to be denied healthcare. Tennessee is second only to Texas in hospital
closures. Expanding Medicaid would provide much needed opioid addiction coverage. We have over 35,000 veterans in Tennessee who do not have health coverage.
Many of these veterans are National Guard
& Reserve members who do not qualify for
VA beneﬁts. However, more than 17,000 of
these veterans could be covered under an
expanded Medicaid program. Last, this is
possible with zero dollars coming out of
the state of Tennessee’s pocket. The federal government pays 90 percent and the
hospital industry has agreed to cover the
ﬁnal 10 percent. I would vote for and cosponsor Medicaid expansion.

What is the biggest “crisis” or serious problem facing District 14, and
maybe the state, and how could legislation you’d sponsor, or support,
help alleviate the problem?

Aside from what is mentioned above,
what are two of the most important
pieces of legislation you might sponsor or support within the ﬁrst year if
elected?

The biggest issue that affects everyone is healthcare. Look, TennCare is onethird of Tennessee’s budget. Our state’s
failure to expand Medicaid and pass Gov.
Haslam’s Insure Tennessee has had a
very negative, far-reaching impact on our

There are so many issues affecting Tennesseans. However, everyone needs equal
access to a great education and a career
with truly livable wages. I received a quality education within the public school system in East Tennessee. The teachers and
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school staff at every level were amazing.
And, the same holds true today. While
some legislators are pushing for charter
schools and vouchers, I believe that we
must preserve, improve and increase funding for our public schools. In addition,
teachers today are asked to excel in their
jobs with limited resources, all while being overworked and underpaid. Another issue is the current minimum wage, which is
not “livable” wage. If elected, I will seek to
introduce legislation to increase the minimum wage, increasing it to $15 per hour
over the next four years. I will also seek
funding to provide new technical training
and re-training for the local work force.
What’s something you’ve learned
from constituent feedback that has
motivated you into future action?

Actually, there are two items of important feedback that I have identiﬁed and
received from my constituents. The ﬁrst
one is communication. People want to
hear from and interact with their elected representative, not be ignored or dismissed. The people living, working and
worshiping in Tennessee want to be inSee DUNN on Page 27

State Rep. 14th District Candidate

JASON ZACHARY, R
Why should you be re-elected?

It is and has been the honor of my life to
serve the people of West Knoxville at our
State’s Capitol for the last three years. I’ve
worked to build relationships, be an active listener and pass legislation that has
not only had a positive impact on the people in West Knoxville but the entire state
of Tennessee Additionally, I’ve provided
community leadership by addressing the
issues that many of you have faced, as well
as working to provide real value to those
who call our ofﬁce for assistance. We will
have signiﬁcant turnover in the House this
year, which will provide me with the opportunity for a new leadership role and
lead to greater inﬂuence in representing
West Knoxville in The House. My heart is
to continue serving and representing the
values and principles of our community. I
ask for your vote and continued support.
What is the biggest “crisis” or serious problem facing District 14, and
maybe the state, and how could legislation you’d sponsor, or support,
help alleviate the problem?

We are truly blessed to live in one of the
best areas in all of Tennessee. Our unemployment is at a record low, incomes are
up and we have some of the best schools
in the state. Many of our issues stem from
our relationship with Washington. Healthcare, organized retail crime and education
are typically the top three issues discussed
as you e-mail, call and when we talk in the
community. Over the last three years, I’ve
carried and supported legislation to address these issues on the state level. There
are always steps we can take on the state
level to address district concerns, such as
requiring a medical facility to notify a patient if they are out of network in an effort
to avoid the surprising, outrageous bill. I
carried legislation this year related to balance billing based on feedback from a constituent. The bill passed with bi-partisan
support.
Aside from what is mentioned above,
what are two of the most important
pieces of legislation you might spon-

sor or support within the ﬁrst year if
re-elected?

As I referenced in the previous question, the cost and quality of healthcare is
typically the number one issue for many
in our district. I passed a bill last year to
avoid surprise balance billing from facilities. Next year, we must address balance
billing from the doctors to unknowing patients who don’t know their doctor is out of
network. Additionally, we must ﬁx the broken TNReady online testing system. I will
be working with educators over the summer and in the fall to insure that we don’t
have the same testing issues next spring
that our teachers, parents and students
experienced this year.
What’s something you’ve learned
from constituent feedback that has
motivated you into action, or future
action?

Serving the people of West Knoxville
motivates every aspect of my role in the
House of Representatives. Over the last
three years of serving, I’ve had hundreds
of meetings and phone calls that have
led to me carrying legislation such as the
Grandparents Rights Bill, the Network Notiﬁcation Bill and Organized Retail Crime
legislation, to name a few. Your engagement makes a difference and directs my
efforts to represent our district and state
to the best of my ability.
In terms of your opponents’ campaigns, what are the two most important things you must refute concerning portrayal of your record,
character etc.?

I’m accountable to the people of the
14th District. When they have questions
regarding my actions or votes, they reach
out and we have constructive dialogue.
While we may not always agree, there is always something to learn from communication with the people you represent. My focus is on representing our district at home
and at The Capitol, not unproductive rhetoric in a campaign.
See ZACHARY on Page 26
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Knox County Criminal Court Clerk Candidate

MIKE HAMMOND, R
Explain the job of Criminal Court
Clerk.

The Criminal Court Clerk oversees
the 4th Circuit Court, Criminal Sessions and Criminal Courts of Knox
County. In addition to keeping the record for over 60,000 cases per year and
collecting ﬁnes, fees and forfeitures,
the clerk issues jury summonses, collects and distributes restitution payments and operates an ofﬁce 24/7 with
the Knox County magistrates ofﬁce.
What are some of the little known
facts about your job?

My ofﬁce will issue jury summons to
approximately 6,000 people per year.
My ofﬁce maintains the evidence vault
of items presented in criminal court
over the past 50 years. To date, the
vault contains over 30,000 items. The
clerk’s ofﬁce is a fee ofﬁce and its employees are paid from the monies collected in the court system. In addition,
the clerks ofﬁce pays into 87 different accounts including the state, Knox
County Sheriff and Knoxville Police
among others. Since Sept. 1, 2014, my
ofﬁce has turned over to Knox County’s
general fund over 3 million dollars in
excess fees. The ofﬁce has also collected and distributed over 3 million dollars in restitution payments. The ofﬁce also provides certiﬁed criminal
background checks for a nominal fee
of $15.
If a less qualiﬁed person were to
be elected criminal court clerk,
what could go wrong?

It would be very arrogant of me to
say that I am the only person who can
do this job. Should a new clerk take the
ofﬁce, it would continue to run smoothly because of the highly trained, professional staff in each ofﬁce.
Why are you so well suited to be
Criminal Court Clerk?

This ofﬁce handles over $15 million

per year. The ofﬁce has 87 employees
including part time employees. I believe strong administration and business skills are necessary. Strong people skills to oversee the ofﬁce, work
with 9 judges and six magistrates, law
enforcement as well as state agencies
and the public are also necessary. My
40 years in the radio business, plus my
ten years on Knox County Commission
prepared me for this position.
Talk about some of the people under your direction.

Richard Major is my chief deputy.
He is a former magistrate, has a law degree and practiced law before being selected as magistrate. Amy Deering is
my chief ﬁnancial ofﬁcer. Both she and
Richard have overseen a basic overall
of the ofﬁce and its processes and procedures. Karen Frost and Stephanie
Ogle bring years of experience in the
court system and supervise Criminal
Sessions and Criminal Court. My assistant, Kasey Stone is the glue that holds
all our ofﬁces together.
How has your ofﬁce evolved in
terms of technology?

This ofﬁce is now in the 21st Century. The ofﬁce has a strong website with
court information, docket screens in
the lobby of the City County Building,
new computers in each ofﬁce, software
training for all employees, state-of-theart audio and video recording of proceedings in 4th Circuit, new screens
in Criminal Court to better present evidence, state of the art system of preserving evidence in the evidence vault,
new screens and speakers for the jury
rooms. Fourth Circuit is now scanning
documents and the scanning system
will soon be available in Criminal Sessions and Criminal to cut down on paper and increase efﬁciency. The ofﬁce
is working on a new case management
and ﬁnancial system as well as e-ﬁling
for Criminal and 4th Circuit.
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Knox County Trustee Candidate

ED SHOUSE, R
Explain the job of Trustee.

The Trustee’s main job is collecting property taxes, which
is the primary source of revenue for Knox County. The Trustee
also serves as a conduit to receive other sources of revenue for
the County such as sales taxes and grants.
What are some “little known facts” about your job?

The Trustee administrates tax relief for the State of Tennessee, enabling disabled veterans and low income seniors to
receive rebates from the State for their property taxes. The
Trustee is responsible for investing the County’s surplus funds.
This has resulted in over $2 million being earned for the County in the previous 12 months.
If a less qualiﬁed person were to be elected Trustee,
what could go wrong?

Knox County’s tax dollars could be wasted, misappropriated or stolen.
Why are you so well suited, based on personal qualities including “people skills” and functional skills, to
be Trustee?

I have over 30 years of experience in the private sector in
banking and ﬁnance. Additionally, I have had over 20 years of
experience in government as a County Commissioner and City
Councilman.
Talk about some of those under your direction who
help make the ofﬁce function?

I have a great staff, most of whom have many years with
the Trustee’s Ofﬁce. We do our best to serve the taxpayers in a
friendly and professional manner and always keep in mind that
they are the ones who pay our salaries.
How has your ofﬁce evolved in terms of modern technology?

We are about to install a new computer system linking the
Trustee’s Ofﬁce with the Property Assessor, Register of Deeds
and others with which whom often interact. Each year more
people pay their tax bills online.
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Town of Farragut Mayoral Candidate
Why should Farragut voters choose
you as their next mayor?

I am honored and grateful for the trust
Farragut voters placed in me in my last
two elections and in helping me lead the
community over the past nine-plus years
as alderman. I believe my proven leadership style and negotiating skills — honed
over 44 years of self-employment, deeply
grounded in conservative ﬁscal and social
philosophies, following the U.S. Constitution and being pro-faith, pro-schools, proneighborhood, pro-business/economic development and anti-tax — are not only
my strengths but the unique leadership
traits our community needs in its next
mayor. My 21-plus year track record as alderman and committee volunteer speaks
for itself. That plus my 27-plus years working with Town government as a businessman equipped me to be instrumental in
negotiating favorable terms and resolving
some of the most complex issues the Town
has faced during those nine-plus years.
I’m also a lifelong student of the Constitution I am sworn to uphold.
What more can be done by Board
of Mayor and Aldermen, and other Town ofﬁcials and committee
members, in terms of recruiting
business into Town? What kind of
new incentives could be presented,
which would encourage new businesses to move into existing empty buildings?

I have actually been doing business
building upscale residential homes in
Town from its early years and have been
involved in most of our economic development initiatives since its inception. A
longtime member of Farragut West Knox
Chamber of Commerce, I also served on
Development Review Process Committee to foster better Town/Business relationships and was an inaugural and 5-plus
year member of the Town’s Economic Development Committee. I understand our
business community and have their trust
and conﬁdence. Our priority must be to
continue building our pro-business brand,
which can only be accomplished by building and nurturing trusting long-term relationships with them, because without
their success, our sales tax revenues will
diminish along with our community ser-

ROBERT “BOB” MARKLI
vices. We already have the perfect low-tax/
high-income environment necessary to
make Farragut, if properly marketed, the
most sought-after business address in the
region, and I have a plan to unleash that
potential.

es ahead of us that I will make a priority.
We must deploy common sense in positively working with landowners and developers in their entrepreneurial endeavors to
make this process consistent, logical and
most importantly, positive for all stakeholders in our community.

Other than recruiting business, what
are the two most important issues
needing immediate advocacy and
action to begin your mayoral term?

Explain your position on the proposed Hotel/Motel Tax and its beneﬁts/detriments?

The “three-legged” stool of our community is 1) Schools (great education,
great teams); 2) Public safety (infrastructure, law enforcement, emergency preparedness); and, 3) Revenue (generated from sales tax). Tying this all together
is the “Farragut Lifestyle” (parks, recreation, shopping, dining, events, etc.). Our
schools are the heart of our community. I
will lead in fostering better relationships
with our school board, administration and
staff while building our schools’ brand
and reputation including supporting the
appearance/modernization of school
grounds, promotion of students’ championships and improving school safety with
the Knox County Sheriff’s Ofﬁce. Public
safety is equally paramount and there are
many road and infrastructure challeng-

My position is simple and consistently
pro-business/anti-tax. Alderman Ron Williams’ votes consistently show him the opposite. As a founding member and 5-plus
year veteran of the Farragut Economic Development Committee, with a team including members Nancy Howard (with over 20
years of leadership experience as president/CEO of Visit Knoxville and Tennessee
Tourism Roundtable) and Jim Nixon (the
developer of Turkey Creek), we studied
this question in depth in 2010 and determined the tax detrimental to our tourism
effort and adverse to Farragut’s unique
business model. I took this same position
in 2013 when this issue came before the
Board, and farragutpress came out against
it in an editorial and the Farragut Business Alliance published their opposition
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to it. I am very appreciative that Mayor
Ralph McGill stood with me in protecting
our community’s brand and business reputation by tabling the tax in 2013 and defeating it permanently on May 10, 2018.
Any services the Town needs to add,
or at least consider, such as a police
department?

Our Town was wisely designed by its
Founders to follow lean government practices while being ﬂexible. As part of the
strategic planning process we will undertake under my leadership, we will look at
ways to be innovative and adaptable in all
aspects of services to our stakeholders, focusing on evaluating the value (ROI / business case) of everything we fund. Our
community’s challenge has been more in
regards to spending than revenues. We
must be prudent in everything we undertake while simultaneously enhancing our
revenues.
This always begins with proper planning, budgeting and measurement. I will
initiate a two-pronged focus on, 1) Enhancing the delivery of the essential services outlined clearly by Town Founders
See MARKLI on Page 27

Town of Farragut Mayoral Candidate

RON WILLIAMS
Why should Farragut voters choose
you as their next mayor?

I am prepared to be the next Mayor of
Farragut. With my service on the Board of
Zoning Appeals and as an alderman, I have
acquired the experience and education to
be an effective mayor. I have worked with
residents to address their concerns. I respond to requests for information and assistance and advocate for our residents
when necessary. I have been an advocate
for the interests of Farragut at the local
and state level. I have always made the
time to attend community meetings to listen and learn. I have attended all Town
meetings on time and have been prepared
to discuss the agenda with the proper research. My interest is what’s best for the
citizens and the Town. I have no personal agenda or conﬂicts of interest, and as
I have demonstrated as alderman, I have
the time and interest to dedicate to being
an effective mayor.
What more can be done by Board
of Mayor and Aldermen, and other
Town ofﬁcials and committee members, in terms of recruiting business
into Town? What kind of new incentives could be presented, which
would encourage new businesses to
move into existing empty buildings?

Farragut is dependent upon businessgenerated revenue as its major funding
source. One initiative we are currently
working on is to establish an ombudsman
program with current staff to assist businesses through the start-up and build-out
process. Additionally, I plan to go on the
road to take a more aggressive role in recruitment of new retail and restaurant
business. We need to identify businesses
that have a strong likelihood of thriving in
Farragut. We rely on the Economic Development Advisory Committee to assist us
in exploring opportunities to attract new
businesses and support existing ones. The
Shop Farragut program and the Farragut
West Knox Chamber of Commerce are constantly working on promotions and programs to recruit, support and retain business in Farragut. Kingston Pike businesses

suffered when Turkey Creek developed. I
believe the development of a Town center
will help make Kingston Pike a more attractive place to locate a business.
Other than recruiting business, what
are the two most important issues
needing immediate advocacy and
action to begin your mayoral term?

One of the most challenging issues often raised in the Town is the perceived
complexity associated with our zoning, ordinances and codes. Our staff has made
great strides in helping residents and developers by bringing all parties together in monthly staff/developer meetings to
help identify problems ahead of time. We
need to continue to work with residents,
so they feel comfortable enough to advocate for their concerns and become part
of the conversation when development is
proposed. Also, we need to look at ways
to provide clarity and assistance throughout the build-out process. Time is money,
businesses need to open as soon as possible to increase their chances of success.
One of the other important issues is infrastructure improvements. Our roads, bridges, sidewalks/trails and stormwater system
top the list. It is important that we continue to prioritize these projects and include
funding in our budget for them.
Explain your position on the recently defeated Hotel/Motel Tax and its
beneﬁts/detriments?

A marketing plan has been implemented to boost occupancy rates in our hotels
so we can beneﬁt from economic activity hotel visitors bring to our community.
We have a coordinator dedicated to implementation of this growing program,
which is intended to put more heads in
beds, more forks in hands and more money spent in our retail stores. An occupancy tax is a sales tax paid by the visitor who
utilizes the services of a hotel and was proposed to pay for the marketing campaign,
which directly beneﬁts hotels and increases their proﬁts. Although an occupancy
tax is a sales tax, much like the local option sales tax we have long relied upon as

our main revenue source, no tax should be
implemented without careful consideration. Our Economic Development Advisory Committee studied this for well over a
year. This tax was intended to be used solely for the marketing program.
Any services the Town needs to add,
or at least consider, such as a police
department?

At this point in time I would not advocate for additional Town services that increase revenue demands that require sustained funding on an annual basis. The
new addition of the Farragut precinct for
the Knox County Sheriff’s Ofﬁce on Park-

side Drive has been very effective in allowing ofﬁcers to dedicate more time to law
enforcement duties in our Town. With the
recent upgrade in ﬁre ratings from a 5 to a
3 for Rural/Metro and the competitive offerings of trash services, we are in good
shape. Having said that, if our residents
are interested in expanding the services offered by the Town, I am happy to listen and provide feedback — but expanded services, which require a substantial
dedication of funds on annual basis, would
have to be approved through a citizen driven referendum.
See RON WILLIAMS on Page 27
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Town of Farragut Alderman, North Ward Candidate

SCOTT J. MEYER
Why are you running for Farragut Alderman Ward I (North) seat?

I believe Farragut has unlimited potential to be an amiable hometown in which
neighbors walk/bike together to cultural
events, sports tournaments, family-friendly parks, distinctive shops and trendy restaurants. I also believe our hometown’s
residential character can be maintained
as it is responsibly developed to invite new
neighbors and businesses. As an engaged
resident, I led grass-root efforts that fostered commercial developer compromises and encouraged Town staff to think beyond cookie-cutter approaches to road
design. Because of my drive and teamwork
with individual BOMA members who can
think outside of the box, neighborhoods
were protected from over-reaching commercial development, and road improvement designs were changed to make roads
safer — not faster. As alderman, I want to
continue giving residents a voice in matters that affect them. I also want to create
an environment for innovative development while maintaining the conservative
ﬁscal principles on which our hometown
was founded.
What more can be done by Board
of Mayor and Aldermen, and other
Town ofﬁcials and business leaders,
in terms of recruiting business into
Town?

What kind of new incentives could be
presented, which would encourage new
businesses to move into existing empty buildings? Multiple sources rank Farragut’s per capita income among the top
10 to 20 Tennessee cities. Our hometown
makes up for no city property tax incentives by offering an attractive community
with the best of private and public schools
and an outstanding income base as an incentive to locate a business. As I’ve listened to development and business leaders, I’ve learned another incentive to
renovate and ﬁll empty buildings is the
concept of a Master Plan. Master Plans require a partnership between Town leaders,
developers and businesses, in which they
plan a project together and then share it

with residents for input. This partnership
reduces developer and business costs associated with multiple Town-required
changes during the building process and
alleviates “the unknown” when the Town
changes zoning based on developer and
business owner “best guess” concepts and
notions. Most importantly, Master Plans
allow for resident input.
Other than recruiting business, what
are the two most important Town/
Ward I issues needing immediate
advocacy and action to begin your
term as alderman?

Farragut’s future is grounded in a new
downtown that conveys Farragut’s Civil War history, supports the arts and cultural events and promotes our hometown’s
diversity. I support the Municipal Planning Commission’s request for a feasibility
study that projects downtown utilization,
cost, historical grant funding and return
on investment. I look forward to the study
ﬁndings and will use them to determine
next steps towards a downtown. Additionally, improved roads are fundamental to
new neighborhoods and creative communities with a mix of commercial and residential spaces. Therefore, I will advocate
for road improvement funding as wells as
zoning changes that will restrict commercial building sizes and promote mix-use
spaces. Restricting new commercial building sizes will prevent future empty-commercial-building-mistakes of the past.
Explain your position on the proposed Hotel/Motel Tax. Explain
your position on carry permit gun allowance on Town property.

The Hotel/Motel Tax rate would have
been 2.5 percent, which is less than rates
in Knoxville, Lenoir City and Oak Ridge.
This new revenue should be used to fund
the following:
Campbell Station Inn: renovation and
maintenance as the new location of the
Farragut Folklife Museum. Tourism staff
expense: wages, travel, supplies. Promotion of tourism events: marketing regional/national sports tournaments and arts/
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cultural festivals. Tourism event costs: security, set-up, waived Town vendor fees.
I will comply with Town gun ordinances,
although gun-free zones give a false sense
of security and create soft targets for cowardly acts of violence.
Any services the Town needs to add,
or at least consider, such as a police
department?

After my term begins, I will review the
services provided to the Town of Farragut
by the Knox County Sheriff’s Ofﬁce. Also, I
will explore the possibility of Knox County Sheriff’s Ofﬁce enforcement of Town
speed limits and noise ordinances.
I will base my next steps on the outcome
of these reviews. Further, I will work with
Rural/Metro to determine the best approach for lowering Farragut resident annual membership fees and communicating
membership necessities to new Farragut

residents and businesses.
What is the most important thing
not addressed by you in the previous
questions, which needs to be accomplished under your Ward 1 service by the end of your ﬁrst four-year
term?

In order to make Farragut a safe, walkable and bike-friendly community, we
must get vehicular speed under control
and connect our greenways and neighborhood streets to pods of mix-used communities and parks. Road designs of the past
have materially contributed to excessive,
unsafe vehicular speed, but they are not
the only cause. Since Farragut currently
does not have a means to enforce Town vehicular speed limits, we must adopt alternative methods to do so, which do NOT include more trafﬁc light cameras.

Town of Farragut Alderman, South Ward Candidate

RON PINCHOK
What is so rewarding about serving
Farragut Ward II (South) as an Alderman? What have you learned?

Farragut Board of Mayor and Aldermen
are elected ofﬁcials, but are volunteers.
Most people are unaware we do not get
paid. I have come to realize that to do this
work properly you have to get involved in
all areas of Town business. This means attending many committee meetings, staff/
developer and citizen workshops and
meetings with members of staff. I have
attended Knoxville Chamber “Community Walkability” speaker series, Tennessee
Municipal League conventions and National League of Cities conventions. I have
learned to maintain an open mind and listen well. I continue to learn more about
local government while ﬁnding ways to utilize this to improve our great town. Though
a lot more work than I imagined, it has
been rewarding to see what has been accomplished. I am proud to have served as
Vice Mayor the past two years and currently as mayor with the recent passing of Mayor Ralph McGill.
What are you most proud of during
your Alderman Ward II tenure?

One project that stands out is completion
of Everett Road expansion, which was long
overdue. This was our most expensive road
project to date. In addition, we have started the process to expand and improve Union
Road and Virtue Road, which are very important to the safety of our citizens.
I am also very proud of our parks and
greenways. We have converted our three
rectangular ﬁelds at Mayor Bob Leonard
Park on Watt Road from grass to synthetic
turf over the last three years. This change
has been received extremely well and has
increased the usage to its maximum capacity. I am also excited over our progress
with moving forward with the expansion
of McFee Park. This park, when completed, will have several amenities our other
parks do not have and will serve a much
wider population and have something for
all ages. The park’s expansion will also increase our land values.

What more can be done by BOMA,
and other Town ofﬁcials and business leaders, in terms of recruiting business into Town? What kind
of incentives could be presented,
which would encourage new businesses to move into existing empty buildings?

We have been working judiciously on
this issue since before I was elected in
2014. When I chaired the EDAC in 2013
we had this as a priority. The staff, the
EDAC, the FMPC and BOMA are all focused on what we can do to help in recruiting new business. We have been trying to
simplify and improve our approval process
for new business and at the same time
maintain the integrity of our high quality
expectations.
We have a group, made up of the mayor, our Town administrator and a few select representatives that go to the ICSC
National Convention each year to try to
connect with potential businesses that we
would like to see come to Farragut. This
was very helpful in persuading Costco to
come to Farragut.
Since Farragut does not levy property taxes, new business tax reduction incentives
are not a negotiating option for the Town.
Other than recruiting business what
are the two most important Town/
Ward II issues needing immediate advocacy and action – within a year – to
begin your next term as alderman?

McFee Park expansion is long overdue.
Property for the park was purchased in
three phases from 1995 to 2010. We own
over 50 acres, but only 15 are utilized. The
plans for the next phase to open up the remaining 35 acres for public use is being
worked on. We need to approve this phase
and keep this project on track for development. Each year we delay this project the
cost continues to rise.
For the last couple of years I have been
getting many requests from my constituents to expand the Strang Senior Center
and add more parking. I would like to see
the Strang Senior Center (currently not in
Farragut) not only expanded, but moved to

Farragut. This is something I have been
working on for over a year, but the Senior
Center is a county-run operation, which
limits what the Town can do on its own.
Any services the Town needs to add,
or at least consider, such as a police
department?

To add any services such as a police department we would have to create a property tax. The cost of starting and maintaining a police department along with all
of the liabilities would be very expensive.
The Town was founded on not having a
Town property tax and I would like to keep
that commitment. We have already seen a
new satellite ofﬁce of KCSO opened in Turkey Creek within the last two years. Recently the KCSO has established Farragut
as its own patrol zone, which increases the
ofﬁcers, presence in our Town each day.
I have been told that these two additions have helped reduce the number of
incidents and arrests.

What is the most important thing
not addressed by you in the previous
questions, which needs to be accomplished with your advocacy and
vote, by the end of your next fouryear term?

With about 75 percent of Farragut built
out it is very crucial on how we approach
the development of the remaining 25 percent. We need to be careful and proactive
with the future development of the four
main entrance corridors to our Town. (ie.
Watt Road, Concord Road, McFee Road and
N. Campbell Station/Outlet Drive). These
four entrances are the ﬁrst and last thing
our visitors see so we should want to make
a good impression on them.
We all agree that some of our empty big
box stores have remained unoccupied far
too long. Some of the issues with this have
had to do with leases that were tying up the
spaces, which were out of the Town’s control. We continue to work to resolve this issue as quickly as possible.
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Nickloes
From page 9
vice of my country. In my role as a combat
aviator, I am not unaccustomed to being
in difﬁcult situations and performing well
under pressure. I will not be intimidated
by special interest groups or those with
different ideas. Working full time for the
Tennessee Air National Guard coordinating responses to natural and/or man-made
disasters, I have created solutions to com-

Williams
From page 13
The right to work hard, and have an equal
shot at getting ahead are not liberal or
conservative rights. These are universal,
human issues, not strictly Left or Right. I
want what’s best for our community, not
what’s best for a political party.
The atmosphere within Congress,
according to multiple reports, is
more hostile than ever. Explain why
you have the temperament to tolerate this hostility? What personal
qualities might
q
g be needed?

Zachary
From page 19
In a Zachary For Congress campaign
commercial a few years ago, the
narrator blasted the idea of “career
politicians.” What is your personal
“term limit” after which you might
become a “career politician?”

Fortunately, being a state legislator
requires that we have a full-time job be-

plex situations, which have enabled us to
complete our joint mission in saving lives.
I will bring those same calm, can-do problem-solving skills to Washington in the service of the 2nd District of Tennessee.
For more information:
www.ashleynickloes.com
Twitter: @Ashley_Nickloes
Facebook:
Ashley Nickloes for Congress
Email: Ashley@ashleynickloes.com

As a psychologist, I have worked with
individuals and families every single day
to cope with severe problems in living. I’ve
worked with all kinds of folks, from every
walk of life, every income level and background. I am accustomed to working with
individuals whose problems or history have
made them just plain nasty. I think that
might be a little bit relevant to ﬁguring
out the temperament of Congress. Washington could use a voice of reason, rather than someone who is always looking for
the next camera or soundbite. Washington
needs people beholden to no one but their
constituents.

cause serving in the Tennessee General
Assembly is part time, with part time pay.
This insures that we are not isolated and
are engaged in our community. That being stated, I truly believe our Founders
intended for elected ofﬁcials to serve a
limited time then move on. My personal
view is that no one should serve beyond 12
years in any elected role. That would be
six terms in the House and three terms in
the State Senate.

Emert
From page 5
To be honest, I’m just sick and tired
of my two opponents attacking each other like the career politicians they are. It
would be laughable if it weren’t so troubling. I’m focused on a simple, positive
message – it’s time to make Washington
work for us again. People are tired of their
petty ﬁghting.
The atmosphere within Congress,
according to multiple reports, is
more hostile than ever. Explain why
you have the temperament to tolerate this hostility? What personal
qualities might be needed?

The reality is the swamp creatures of
Washington aren’t serving their constituents anymore. Instead, they’re all about
themselves. I think so much of the day-to-

Matlock
From page 8
get things done. I say look no further than
President Trump – a life spent only in business and he has shaken up Washington and
accomplished more things in his ﬁrst term
than many Presidents do in two. You can’t
come off the bench from spending a life as
a professional, career politician and tell a
business owner like myself that you know
what we go through in the real world and
that you’re going to help us in Washington.
We need somebody who has made it in the
real world, not somebody who’s running
to collect their next taxpayer-funded paycheck and pension in a life marked by no
private sector accomplishments.
The atmosphere within Congress, ac-

day hostility comes from political insiders
doing everything they can to disrupt President Trump’s agenda. They focus on making headlines, ﬁghting for the spotlight,
leaving issues that matter to voters by the
wayside. I’m not running for Congress to
make a career out of politics or make the
rounds on primetime news shows. I want
to serve the people of Tennessee’s Second District and ﬁght for the issues that
matter to them. As an entrepreneur, I will
take to Washington my ﬁghting spirit, eagerness to take on challenges and an ability to negotiate—all qualities President
Trump’s tenacity has proven can accomplish so much. It’s going to be a dirty job
to drain the swamp, but I’m ready to stand
beside the President to accomplish it.
For more information visit: JasonEmert.com

cording to multiple reports, is more
hostile than ever. Explain why you
have the temperament to tolerate
this hostility? What personal qualities might be needed?

I have spent a life trying to treat people right, no matter what walk of life or political persuasion they come from. When
people walk through the front doors of
Matlock Tire, they expect to be treated with fairness and respect. I think
we’ve done that very well, and that’s
why we have been successful for 65 years.
In the State House, I have made an effort
to build relationships with legislators from
every part of the state and every part of the
political spectrum. I would take the same
principle to Washington. Be honest, treat
people with respect and fairness and put
relationships ahead of politics.

MIKE

HAMMOND
Knox County Criminal Court Clerk
Paid for by the committee to elect Mike Hammond, Kasey Stone-Treasurer
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Dunn

portrayal of your record, character
etc.?

From page 18

What are the two most important
things you must refute concerning

I am running a positive campaign, where
I am focusing on issues and values. My values and priorities are family, community
and this country. While I do not have legislative government experience, I have yet
to be told that this is a bad thing. I believe
that people want a fresh face and different perspective from outside of establishment politics that represents everyone.
What you see is truly what you get with me.
Finally, I believe that people really want
elected ofﬁcials who use common sense
to beneﬁt the common good, not just their
own wallets or the special interest groups
that fund their campaign.

Markli

equals Public Safety.

formed about what is happening in Nashville. I plan to do just that. The second
item of feedback is that people want their
elected ofﬁcials to truly listen to their concerns. Calvin Coolidge once said, “A man
never listened himself out of a job.” I plan
on holding “Community Conversations” to
get regular and timely feedback from our
neighborhoods. I will also create and send
out monthly newsletters and make myself
accessible to the community.

From page 22
and our Charter making them more “user-friendly” and accessible, and 2) Reinforcing and invigorating strategic partnerships currently very efﬁciently providing
our other essential services in the competitive marketplace.
Lastly, planning equals preparedness

fOR

What is the most important thing
not addressed by you in the previous
questions, which needs to be accomplished under your mayoral leadership by the end of your ﬁrst fouryear term?

Our Town faces a critical juncture in its
leadership history. If my opponent wins,

As an effective mayor, I want to see the
future of Farragut determined by choice
rather than by chance. It is easy for a candidate to list things they support when
election time rolls around. I have actively demonstrated my willingness and ability to address issues residents of Farragut

care about. I have been involved in land
use planning, zoning reviews, road design,
stormwater management, subdivision regulations, architectural design standards,
municipal code reviews, economic development and small business recruitment.
Most importantly, I have been available to
meet with community members whenever
asked to help address their concerns. I am
the only mayoral candidate who can honestly say he has actively worked to support
the activities listed above to make Farragut a better place to live and work. I am
prepared to continue the work of the late
Ralph McGill to make our community business-friendly while maintaining our residential nature with quality smart growth.

we will have the least experienced Board
since the Town’s inception in 1980 with a
total combined tenure of 8 ½ years, and
three of the ﬁve either appointed or unopposed, making 3/5 of the Board essentially unelected. This is not “the voice of the
citizens.” If I win, Alderman Williams retains his seat on the Board and the depth
of experience more than doubles. Over my
9-plus year alderman service I have built

the best record of attendance, knowledge
and preparation. As a soon-to-be-retired
home builder there can be no question
of conﬂict of interest. My most important
goal is to leverage the breadth and depth
of my 15-plus years in (and nearly 30 years
involvement with) Town government to
mentor our next generation of leaders to
preserve Farragut’s unique legacy and its
Founders’ vision.

Ron Williams
From page 23
What is the most important thing
not addressed by you in the previous questions, which needs to be
accomplished under your mayoral
leadership by the end of your ﬁrst
four-year term?

F A R R AG U T A L D E R M A N

 Protect Existing Neighborhoods
 Improve Roads - Make Roads Safer Not Faster
 Promote Innovative & Relevant
Commercial Development
 Connect Fragmented Greenway System
 Uphold Farragut Conservative Fiscal Principles
Pa i d f o r b y t h e c a n d i d a t e | E l e c t i o n D a y i s Au g u s t 2
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US Senate Candidate

MARSHA BLACKBURN, R
Based on your political philosophy
and speciﬁc problem-solving solutions, why should you be elected to
U.S. Senate?

When it comes to my political philosophy, I am guided by what I call “The Big
Five”: faith, family, freedom, hope, and opportunity. When evaluating an issue, I ask,
“Will this help preserve and strengthen
those ideals? How will it affect our grandchildren and future generations?”
Tennesseans want their next Senator to be a problem solver with a history
of getting things done. They want someone who knows how to deﬁne a problem,
build a consensus, and work for a solution.
That’s exactly how I have served the people I represent in the House of Representatives and how I will serve Tennesseans
in the Senate.
Based on your personal qualities
and political experience in Congress, why should you be elected to
U.S. Senate?

One of the things I found out early in my
political career is that I’m pretty good at
change. In fact, I’ve been a change agent
all my life. When our state needed someone to step up and lead the ﬁght against
the state income tax, I stepped up. When I
was ﬁrst elected to Congress, I made good
on my promise to restore your ability to
deduct your state and local sales tax from

your federal income tax ﬁling. When we
needed someone to investigate Planned
Parenthood and third-party baby part sellers, I led that investigation. I have earned
a solid record of loyalty, commitment, and
showing respect for differing opinions that
allows robust respectful political debate.
That is the type of energy that I am going
to take to the U.S. Senate.
What are the two biggest problems
— with a federal solution — facing
this state and what legislation might
you sponsor, or support, to help alleviate the problems?

I recently introduced the bipartisan
Comprehensive Addiction and Recovery
Act 2.0 to strengthen the federal government’s response, by increasing civil and
criminal penalties for bad actors and authorizing vital funding for local and state
entities. I am working on legislation to ensure law enforcement can effectively intercept illegal drugs through the mail. In
the Senate, I will continue to work toward
a systemic solution involving tougher penalties on distribution while engaging the
community in prevention and recovery efforts.
Lack of reliable Internet access is not
just inconvenient; it is an infrastructure
problem that holds Tennesseans back.
Without access to reliable Internet, children are unable to complete their home-
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work assignments, rural hospitals can’t
provide 21st century healthcare, and our
small businesses are unable to compete on
a larger scale. I am leading the bipartisan
effort to bring broadband to rural communities and working with President Trump
to close the digital divide.
Why jump from House of Representatives to U.S. Senate?

As I travel the state, Tennesseans often
ask me, “Why in the world do you want to
go to the U.S. Senate? The place is totally
dysfunctional.” That is exactly the reason
to go to the U.S. Senate. It is dysfunctional.
It is a source of frustration for the American people, and, it is desperately in need
of positive conservative change. I have
built the legislative skill set necessary to
help get the Senate back to work for the
people of Tennessee, and I know I can enact that change.
Explain how you’ve become familiar
with East Tennessee and the Knoxville metro area, and the unique
problems of this area?

I have so much enjoyed visiting with
East Tennesseans. Over the past several months we’ve hosted meetings, participated in Reagan Day and Lincoln Day
Dinners, and visited with local elected ofﬁcials and law enforcement. I have listened
to issues you face and solutions you believe

will work.
I have heard about the need to advocate for the University of Tennessee and
Oak Ridge. I most frequently hear about
getting the federal government out of
our classrooms. Our children receive the
best education when we empower those
who best know what they need —parents,
teachers and local communities — and
so we must support state and local initiatives. Treating education as a one-size-ﬁtsall system shortchanges the next generation, and that’s why I believe in applying
Tennessee’s conservative common sense
approaches to education, including: expanding school choice, increasing charter school options, making homeschooling
easier and supporting state and local control of education.
In terms of your opponents’ campaigns, what are the two most important things you must refute concerning portrayal of your record,
character etc.?

While I can’t control what my opponent
will say, I can promise you I will be running on the issues. As your next Senator,
I will ﬁght to maintain President Trump’s
tax cuts, conﬁrm conservative judges who
won’t legislate from the bench, cut wasteful spending, keep our promises to those
who have defended our freedoms, and secure our borders.

US Senate Candidate

PHIL BREDESEN, D

Based on your political philosophy
and speciﬁc problem-solving solutions, why should you be elected to
Congress?

I’m running for the Senate because I
have the right kind of experience and the
actual track record of working across party lines to solve problems and begin to ﬁx
the mess in Washington and bring common sense back to our government. During my time as both mayor and governor, I
was willing to listen to any idea, no matter
where it came from. I will bring the tools
I learned in both roles and a bipartisan,
non-confrontational attitude to Washington. I’m not there to support any political
party, or to oppose the President, but to do
what the people of Tennessee need done.
That’s why I’m applying for the job.
Based on your personal qualities
and political experience as governor, why should you be elected to
Congress?

During my two terms as governor, I
worked with legislators on both sides of
the aisle to set aside partisan politics in
order to advance sound policies that beneﬁted all Tennesseans. My approach was to
be willing to tackle the big problems and
to do so with everyone having skin in the
game. We successfully dealt with painful

problems with Tenncare, guided Tennessee through the Great Recession with responsible management and no new taxes,
and made improvements in K-12 education and our higher education system. As
a senator, I will vote according to what’s
best for Tennessee and Tennesseans.
What are the two biggest problems
— with a federal solution — facing this state and what legislation
might you sponsor to help alleviate
the problems?

As I’ve been hearing ﬁrsthand in several roundtable discussions with voters, Tennesseans are particularly concerned about
health care, including high costs, high deductibles, and choosing the right healthcare plan for their families. I criticized the
Affordable Care Act when it was proposed;
I don’t think it’s the right long-term solution. But many Tennesseans now depend
on it, and they are becoming collateral
damage to Washington’s cynical political
gamesmanship. Senator Alexander’s bipartisan plan to stabilize insurance markets is a good start toward ﬁxing it.
It’s no secret that we have an opioid crisis in Tennessee, and there is no shortage
of recommendations to address it. The ﬁrst
step to recovery is for Congress to admit
it has an opioid problem. Two years ago,

Congress passed a bill — one Big Pharma
wanted — defanging the DEA’s authority to intercept big opioid shipments. Congress could begin recovery by ﬁxing this
immediately.
In a heavily “Red” state, it might
be tempting to “go right” of your
party’s platform to get Independent
and moderate Republican votes.
How do you stay true to Democratic ideals yet reach enough moderate
non-Democratic voters to be elected? Is there one issue exemplifying
this?

The Democratic Party is an organization
that I belong to, not a religion. Just as I did
as governor, my job as a senator would be
to work for the people of the state of Tennessee, not for the Democratic Party or
anybody else. I am running for a Senate
seat to represent the people of Tennessee.
If there is an idea that is good for the people of Tennessee, I am going to be for it--no
matter where it comes from--and likewise
if it is bad for Tennessee I will be against
it. That is what Senators ought to do.
What’s something you’ve learned
from constituent feedback, within
the last year, that fueled your motivation to run?

Out-of-control partisanship is killing
our country. What I’m hearing from Tennesseans from across the political spectrum--from very conservative Tennesseans
to some pretty liberal ones--is that they’re
fed up with people standing in opposite
corners of the room and yelling at each
other, never getting anything done. While
there is much to be proud of, we have fundamental problems that a dysfunctional
Congress has been unable to come to grips
with. Not only do we need and deserve
something better than what we’re getting
from Washington, we need and deserve a
senator who can make that happen. I’m
applying for the job.
In terms of your opponents’ campaigns, what are the two most important things you must refute concerning portrayal of your record,
character etc.?

Tennessee voters can pick an 8-term
Congresswoman who’s been helping create gridlock in Washington, or they can
hire someone who is an independent
thinker and has a proven track record of
working across the aisle to get things done
for Tennessee.
Campaign website: bredesen.com
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US Senate Candidate
Based on your political philosophy and speciﬁc problem-solving solutions, why should you be elected to
U.S. Senate?

My political philosophy is that of a Constitutional Conservative, which is desperately needed and long ignored in the Senate. My problem-solving solutions are to use those Constitutional principles to carefully read and evaluate each bill for
means to both simplify and reduce the cost of them at ﬁrst,
primarily beginning with those under the purview of the committees to which I am assigned. As I build relationships with
more experienced members I will work with them to do even
more. I have an innate talent for reading legislation, thinking
forward through its complexities and simplifying it to make it
more efﬁcient and useful. That is a talent deeply needed to restore Constitutional Government. The “Make America Great
Again” agenda went over so well because WE THE PEOPLE
can see that our government is broken. It has a blueprint and
a rule book that has not been followed.
Based on your personal qualities and political experience, why should you be elected to U.S. Senate?

AARON L.
PETTIGREW,
R
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Between my ability to think forward through complex legislation and planning and my ability to relate to other people, I can quickly build team relationships to begin the process
of simplifying Government and cutting its costs. Truly understanding the Constitution and how our Federal Government is
supposed to properly work, I can bridge the gap between the
state’s current interactions with the Federal Government and
what they should actually be. Restoring a properly Constitutional government is going to have to be a two-way responsibility. Washington is broken because it has been run the wrong
way for several decades. My lack of political experience will
actually help because my mind is not trained to the way it is
now, rather I took the past six years to study and prepare for
the way it is supposed to work. I developed my Constitutional
principles before I ever considered running for ofﬁce.
What are the two biggest problems — with a federal solution — facing this state and what legislation
might you sponsor to help alleviate the problems?

The two with a Federal solution are the state’s dependency
on the Federal Government and the high percentage of people also dependent on it. Forty percent of our budget is federal money and federal programs. Solving these problems cannot be done in any single act. To try to do so instantly would
actually cause more problems than it would ﬁx. The beginning
steps require more economic growth policies and ones that
make it possible for self-reliance, both for the people and for
the state. One idea is to make labor laws more friendly to work
at home and make education and training more available to
dependent people. Then you work toward phasing out the programs. Other politicians will talk about things like opioids and
crime. Both are inextricably linked to bad economic policies
and government dependency. Yes, they are important but they

are more properly handled on a more local basis.
What’s something you’ve learned from constituent
feedback, within the last year, that fueled your motivation to run?

Primarily that people are tired of the constant disappointment with all of these career politicians in both parties. Those
that get the time to talk with me see that I am motivated by results, not by public image. I have talked with people from both
major parties, many smaller ones and independents. People
are done with people that like to say what they need to say to
get elected, then go up there only worrying about their image
for the next re-election. People are done with party divisions
and obstructionism. We have one party that is trying to force
us into world government and Marxism and we have another
one that says “we’re not them.” I have a career that makes an
honest living, and I will be keeping my license to do it because
I am more concerned about doing the right thing than I am
about re-election.
In terms of your opponents’ campaigns, what are the
two most important things you must refute concerning portrayal of your record, character etc.?

Actually, for now at least, they are acting as if I do not exist.
My opponents and the majority of the media would have you
believe we have already had the Aug. 2 primaries. Because
of the money being spent on the other Republican and one of
the Democratic candidates, most Tennessee voters don’t know
they still have choices. The fact is, while I do offer a means to
donate to my campaign, I am also a ﬁrm believer in getting all
the big money out of politics, so I am not driven by campaign
donations or PAC donations. I am still campaigning out of my
own “working, lower-middle class” budget. I care more about
earning your vote and support with who I am, not because I
am for sale to the highest bidder. Because I haven’t sought to
raise money they want you to not notice me at all.
The atmosphere within U.S. Senate and House of Representatives, according to multiple reports, is more
hostile than ever. Explain why you have the temperament to tolerate this hostility? What personal qualities might be needed?

Not just reports, it is obviously so to anyone that watches
and listens to the news. What makes me stand out beyond other candidates is I have the ability to listen, really listen, and I
do that. I am friendly but ﬁrm and leave no room for confusion
when others want to work with me. I am bluntly honest and
not afraid to call it the way I see it, and I can do so in a respectful but memorable manner. I am also taking a solid, motivated
work ethic that will keep me focused. I also know I am there to
serve the people and the state of Tennessee and I will use recess times to avail myself to people all over the state. Not just
in a few larger cities — I will spend time in the rural parts of
Tennessee as well because they are just as important.

State Gubernatorial Candidate

DIANE BLACK, R
In terms of platform and problemsolving ideas, why are you the best
candidate?

I have been a nurse for over 45 years.
One of the ﬁrst lessons you learn in nursing school is how to look at the root cause
of a problem. I am the best candidate to
become our next governor because I recognize that the root of many of the problems facing our state are caused by separation from our values.
Tennessee can lose its character and
traditional values if we are not careful. Our
values are what keep our state strong. In
Tennessee, we know right is right, wrong
is wrong, truth is truth, God is God and a
life is a life.
These are the values that I would use to
guide me in daily decision making as Governor.
In terms of personal qualities and
experience, why are you the best
candidate?

I am uniquely qualiﬁed to be our next
governor.
I grew up living in public housing. I’ve
been an emergency room nurse, single
mom, an educator and a small business
owner.
I’ve served in the State House, the State
Senate and the U.S. Congress, including
being the ﬁrst Tennessean and the ﬁrst
woman to serve as Chairman of the House
Budget Committee where I passed the
most conservative budget in 25 years.
I’ve passed quite a bit of legislation, but
the one I am the most proud of is SJR 127,
which ultimately became the foundation
of every pro-life law on the books in Tennessee.
I fought against the state income tax,
and I had the opportunity to help President Trump pass the tax cuts, putting
more money in the pocket of the middle
class and small business owners.
If you are in favor of arming public school teachers (with their consent and with training), does this
include primary/elementary teachers
(kindergarten-through-ﬁfthgraders) because of a disturbed

parent’s potential rant, for example? From a K-12 perspective,
have you sampled parent reaction,
and have you sought the advice of
at least one expert (law enforcement?) who said this might signiﬁ cantly reduce a shooter’s ability to
wound/kill?

If a teacher goes through rigorous
training and wants to carry, I would support that. I do not support teachers being
forced to carry weapons.
I have spoken with educators and parents and they all are interested in preventing a tragedy like the shooting in Parkland from happening in Tennessee. We
know that government can’t redeem broken souls, but we can do more to recognize
mental illness and prevent the mentally ill
from getting their hands on guns.
There are hundreds of thousands of lawabiding gun owners in Tennessee. They
should not be punished for the actions of
a madman.
As governor, I will make sure Tennessee
is serious about mental health, and that
both schools and law enforcement have
the proper authority to act when red ﬂags
are raised.

include emetics in their formulas.
The road to healing is a long one, but
I am conﬁdent that collaboration between
government, healthcare providers and law
enforcement will pave the way.
Ideas, plans for making Tennessee more attractive to business
and industry? Any speciﬁcs that
might include Knox County/Knoxville metro area?

As governor, I will make sure the world
knows that Tennessee is open for business
and that every Tennessean who wants a
job has one.
Tennessee is one of nine states with low
or no income tax, and I plan on keeping it
that way.
Some departments in state government,
like the Department of Environment and
Conservation, go way too far with regulations. TDEC has more extreme rules than
the federal Environmental Protection
Agency.
If we don’t keep taxes low for businesses, they will leave the state. I will keep taxes low and cut extreme regulations.
I fought against the state income tax
and Obama-era regulations. And I fought
with President Trump to cut taxes for
small businesses and middle class fami-

lies, and that’s exactly what I will continue
to ﬁght for as your next governor.
Aside from what is mentioned
above, name one or two issues
Knox County/Knoxville metro area
voters have expressed the most
concern about? What can you do
to help as governor?

I have heard the most concern from
Knoxvillians surrounding the city’s outdated zoning code. The code was drafted in
the 1960s and has not been fairly restructured to match the economic and transportation growth Knoxville has experienced.
While that is a local issue, my administration would be a partner to the local
leaders facilitating an update in the code.
As the home to our state’s ﬂagship university, I believe Knoxvillians are most
concerned with making sure their kids
have access to a high quality education.
For those who want to pursue a fouryear degree, I support freezing tuition to
make sure college isn’t out of reach for any
Tennessean.
And for those who want to pursue a
trade, I will work to invest in career and
technical education so students can graduate high school with a trade certiﬁcate in
hand, ready to join the workforce.

Concerning the opioid crisis, what
could you do as governor to help
decrease the problem?

The opioid epidemic is a scourge on our
society. I believe the next governor will be
judged by how she or he handles this crisis.
As I’ve traveled the state, I’ve worked
with the Attorneys General and Sheriffs
on my Law and Order Coalition to develop a plan to go after the root cause of the
crisis.
We can reduce the destructive impact of
addiction if we: 1) prosecute pill mills; 2)
sue manufacturers who mislead providers
about the addictive nature of their drugs;
3) provide more resources to district attorneys, local law enforcement and TBI;
4) regulate prescriptions using a real-time
Controlled Substance Monitoring Database without adding administrative burdens and; 5) protect patients by encouraging pharmacies and manufacturers to
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State Gubernatorial Candidate

KARL DEAN, D
In terms of platform and problemsolving ideas, why are you the best
candidate?

I’m applying for this job because I believe too many Tennesseans feel forgotten
and communities are being left behind. I
will create opportunities so all Tennesseans can get ahead in life.
We will do that by focusing on the basics: public education, healthcare and
jobs. I understand how all three issues
connect to improve our quality of life.
I believe voters are looking for a governor who is going to lead with common
sense and get the job done. That’s what I
did as Mayor of Nashville. I worked across
party lines to bring people together to
make progress on the issues that really
matter.
I am committed to bringing the same
common sense solutions to the Governor’s
Ofﬁce to make good-paying jobs, great
public schools and access to healthcare
the standard in every part of Tennessee.
In terms of personal qualities and
experience, why are you the best
candidate?

I have the experience of running a major city and having to make tough decisions
that impact people’s lives. When my term
as mayor was over, Nashville was a better
city than it was the day I took ofﬁce, and I
believe I can do the same for Tennessee.
During my time as mayor, we had to
guide the city through the great recession and a historic ﬂood. We prioritized
the city’s budget to avoid cuts to education
and public safety. As soon as we were able,
we made strategic investments in infrastructure and the city’s tourism industry to
help quicken our local recovery. This practical approach to leadership paved the way
for the unprecedented economic prosperity the city enjoys today.
I believe the best decisions are made
when you listen to all sides and consider
opinions that are different than your own,
and that’s how I lead.
Are you in favor of arming public
school teachers (with their consent

and with training) and why or why
not? Any other suggestions for making our public schools more secure
from disturbed individuals with ﬁrearms?

I do not think arming public school
teachers is the answer and I don’t think
they want to be armed. We need to be focusing on bipartisan solutions that support trained professionals to keep our students safe.
When I was mayor of Nashville, we made
signiﬁcant investments in school safety following the tragedy at Sandy Hook.
We need to make those same investments
statewide.
Additionally, we need to be calling for
tougher background checks and working to keep weapons out of the hands of
dangerous people. We have to be willing
to have tough conversations across party
lines to ﬁnd what we can agree on.
Concerning the opioid crisis, what
could you do as governor to help decrease the problem?

I have seen, as I’m sure many others
have, the human toll the opioid crisis is
having on our state. I have toured a Johnson City children’s hospital that had to add
space for premature babies born suffering from opioid withdrawals. I have heard
from law enforcement, treatment providers and social workers on the challenges
they are facing, both with criminal and
mental health issues, related to opioids.
As governor, I would take a four-pronged
approach:
Increasing public education about the
dangers of opioids
Ensuring that people addicted to opioids get the treatment they need
Supporting law enforcement to arrest
those who are proﬁting from this crisis
Eliminating the over-prescription of
narcotics
Ideas, plans for making Tennessee
more attractive to business and industry? Any speciﬁcs that might include Knox County/Knoxville metro
area?
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Creating economic opportunity for all
communities in Tennessee would be one
of my top priorities as governor. We will do
that by investing in each county’s unique
strengths and creating an environment
that’s attractive to businesses looking to
grow.
We have to improve public education
and workforce development, including vocational and career training, to make sure
Tennesseans are prepared to ﬁll jobs as
they come and have a chance to earn more
than a minimum wage.
Businesses also look for access to infrastructure and healthcare. We need to expand Medicaid to help keep our hospitals
open. We’ve already had 10 rural hospital
closures in recent years, and we need to
reverse that trend. We need to invest in
major thoroughfares and rural broadband

to make more parts of our state accessible
to commerce.
Aside from what is mentioned above,
name one or two issues Knox County/Knoxville metro area voters have
expressed the most concern about?
What can you do to help as governor?

In talking with voters in the rural and
urban areas of Knox County, access to
quality healthcare and funding for schools
often come up as main issues of concern.
These will be priorities for my administration. All Tennesseans deserve access to a
good public school and quality healthcare,
regardless of where they live. As governor,
I will reach across party lines and work
with anyone who is willing to move Tennessee forward on these critical issues.

State Gubernatorial Candidate

CRAIG FITZHUGH, D
In terms of platform and problemsolving ideas, why are you the best
candidate?

I believe I am the best candidate to be
Tennessee’s next governor because of my
body of work. My experience as a military
ofﬁcer, a small business owner and a legislator has given me a unique and varied
outlook on management, leadership and
working with others. My 24 years in the
General Assembly gives me an advantage
of being ready to go on day one, because I
know the process in a way that others may
not. I have passed bipartisan legislation
that beneﬁts all Tennesseans, no matter
their political outlook. I want every Tennessean to have a good job, send their kids
to high quality public schools and be able
to see a doctor when the need arises. As
governor, I will work tirelessly for positive
outcomes for our state.
In terms of personal qualities and
experience, why are you the best
candidate?

When weighing this run for governor, my
grandchildren became the deciding factor.
I have been very blessed in my life: a great
family, a solid education, a rewarding career and the list goes on. I want my grandchildren and their generation to be able to
live in a state and nation that allows for
the same opportunities that my generation
has had. In my bank we have seen economic trends rise and fall. I have had the privilege of helping small businesses expand
and families buy their ﬁrst homes. I want
Tennessee’s prosperity to be on an unending upward trend.
Are you in favor of arming public
school teachers (with their consent
and with training) and why or why
not? Any other suggestions for making our public schools more secure
from disturbed individuals with ﬁrearms?

I am not in favor of arming our teachers.
My wife, sister-in-law and my daughter
have all been teachers in our schools, and
I know that they do not want the added
burden of carrying a ﬁrearm in the class-

room. We put so much on our teachers,
and to expect them to carry a gun is not
a good thing. We have to work with local
law enforcement and Student Resource
Ofﬁcers to make sure our schools are safe
from armed intruders.
Concerning the opioid crisis, what
could you do as governor to help decrease the problem?

The opioid crisis is eroding our state,
especially in the rural areas of Tennessee.
While we passed legislation in the General Assembly this past session to address
the opioid crisis, I do not believe that it
went far enough in regards to the size of
the problem. Gov. Haslam’s plan committed $30 million to the problem statewide,
while there are some hospitals in other
states that have committed this amount.
We have to put more resources into the
problem, especially with law enforcement
and ﬁrst responders. But the most important step in attacking the opioid epidemic
is to expand Medicaid, which would keep
our rural hospitals open. Hospitals in rural areas are the lifeblood of communities and act as a headquarters in the opioid battle.
Ideas, plans for making Tennessee
more attractive to business and industry? Any speciﬁcs that might include Knox County/Knoxville metro
area?

Tennessee is one of the most attractive states for businesses to locate, especially with our cost of living and low taxes. For companies — especially high tech
companies that pay good wages — to locate in our state, we must ensure that we
have an educated work force that is ready
to step into those jobs when companies set
up shop here. In the Knoxville area, we
have the advantage of our ﬂagship university being located here. Graduates tend to
stay because of Knoxville’s quality of life.
But Knoxville has great resources outside
of UT. Pellissippi State and our TCATs provide educational opportunities outside of
a traditional educational program, allowing for adults to add to their skill set or for

career transition education.
Aside from what is mentioned above,
name one or two issues Knox County/Knoxville metro area voters have
expressed the most concern about?
What can you do to help as governor?

Knoxville is facing growth issues like
other big cities in our state. I think one of
the big issues that I’ve heard about on the
campaign trail is trafﬁc. With the passing
of the IMPROVE Act last year, Knoxville

will have funding for transportation needs.
Anyone driving on I-40, especially through
the west part of town and past the campus
can see the improvements that have been
made. I came to Knoxville as a freshman
50 years ago. This city is close to my heart
and my family, as my wife and all my children are UT grads. Although it is a city that
is rapidly growing, Knoxville still retains a
small town feel. It is a special place, and
as governor I will make sure that Knoxville
gets the recognition and resources that it
needs and deserves.
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State Gubernatorial Candidate

BETH HARWELL, R
In terms of platform and problemsolving ideas, why are you the best
candidate?

Anyone who is elected Speaker of the
Tennessee House of Representatives has
to develop a statewide perspective and
appreciation for the needs of the entire
state, not just an individual district. Everyday, a balance has to be found between
the needs of smaller counties and the larger metropolitan cities. One size ﬁts all often ends up ﬁtting no one, a lesson we’ve
all learned by the gridlock we’ve seen in
Washington, D.C. As governor, I will take
that unique perspective to the ofﬁce and
build on the tremendous successes we’ve
had over the past eight years, striking the
balance that takes each of the three Grand
Divisions in mind.
In terms of personal qualities and
experience, why are you the best
candidate?

For the last eight years, I have served
as Speaker of the Tennessee House of Representatives. During that time, I have led
the legislature to some of its most significant and impactful reforms in our state.
We have balanced eight budgets, cut more
than $800 million in taxes, created an environment where 400,000 net new private
sector jobs were created resulting in the
state’s lowest unemployment rate ever,
implemented high standards for our K-12
students, increased graduation rates, expanded broadband and taken bold steps
to ﬁght the opioid epidemic. I am proud of
this track record, and I will continue this
record of success beginning day one in the
governor’s ofﬁce.
Are you in favor of arming teachers
(with their consent and with training) and why or why not? Any other suggestions for making our public
schools more secure from disturbed
individuals with ﬁrearms?

We already ask so much of our teachers—I would prefer we focus on prioritizing funding for student resource ofﬁcers
in schools, and giving schools the resources to properly secure the buildings. I am
proud that this year there will be the ﬁrst-

ever risk assessment of every school facility to identify vulnerabilities. The General Assembly also increased funding and
resources to secure more school resource
ofﬁcers, and the state will implement a
statewide technology application for anonymous reporting of security threats.

Concerning the opioid crisis, what
could you do as governor to help decrease the problem?

As Speaker of the House, I appointed a
task force in early 2017 to take an in-depth
look at the opioid crisis in our state and
make recommendations. I appreciate Governor Haslam incorporating several of the
recommendations into the legislation he
presented this year, and I am encouraged
we were able to implement reasonable
limits, dedicate funding for treatment and
increase funding for law enforcement.
As governor, I would continue the work
we have started this year. We cannot incarcerate our way out of this crisis, so I would
continue to prioritize treatment and funding for treatment to ensure people have
access to the help they so desperately
need to get clean. I would also step up our
prevention efforts, because educating the
public about this issue is part of the battle.
And we have to support law enforcement
as they ﬁght this — keeping these drugs
off the streets.
Ideas, plans for making Tennessee
more attractive to business and industry? Any speciﬁcs that might include Knox County/Knoxville metro
area?

We made some huge cuts to the Franchise and Excise taxes through the IMPROVE Act last year, but that change only
applied to manufacturers. I think there
are some more improvements that can be
made to our business taxes to make sure
we stay competitive with other states in
the southeast. I co-sponsored a bill this
year that would have cut business taxes
on tens of thousands of small businesses across the state, but unfortunately the
funding was not included in Governor
Haslam’s budget.
I also am committed to investing more
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in our tech schools. The best way to recruit industry is by showing that we have
a skilled workforce who can be ready to
ﬁll jobs on day one. Our colleges of applied
technology are a great asset, and we need
to make sure they have the equipment and
resources to keep up with changes in technology and the workforce.
Aside from what is mentioned above,
name one or two issues Knox County/Knoxville metro area voters have
expressed the most concern about?
What can you do to help as governor?

With several upcoming administration
vacancies to ﬁll at the University of Tennessee, I feel my own experience as a college professor will be valuable to help ﬁnd
the types of leaders we need. The legisla-

ture approved Gov. Haslam’s plan for reconstituting the UT Board of Trustees this
year, but we also set high expectations for
the direction and management of the university. It’s incredibly important the board
and the administration continue to ensure that UT-Knoxville and the system as
a whole continue to be held to high standards.
Another concern I’ve heard from parents and teachers alike is we have too
much mandated testing for students. As
governor, I will ﬁnd a better balance between classroom learning and accountability. My background as an educator affords me a unique perspective in what
works and doesn’t work in preparing students for further education and future success in the job market.

State Gubernatorial Candidate

BILL LEE, R
In terms of platform and problemsolving ideas, why are you the best
candidate?

Last year, the Tennessean called my
business the best place to work in Nashville. Being a CEO means you face problems
every day that need solving. From complex
construction planning to workforce development, leading a business brings daily
challenges and those experiences uniquely qualify me to lead this state. I wake up
every morning wondering how to make life
better for 1,200 employees, but I can’t wait
to wake up focused on making life better
for 6.5 million Tennesseans. As a ﬁrst-time
candidate from the private sector, I understand government alone is not the answer.
It’s why I created a technical education
school within my own company when I realized our education system was not adequately preparing students for a career.
I was the ﬁrst candidate to call for an increased focus on government partnerships
with faith-based and local nonproﬁts who
solve problems more effectively and more
efﬁciently than government.
In terms of personal qualities and
experience, why are you the best
candidate?

Not only have I spent a lifetime in business, but I’ve also spent my life focused on
my faith and my family — both guide every
decision I make. I’ve faced tragedies in my
life, and I know faith is just as important
as any public policy solution. My commitment to my community caused me to get
involved with nonproﬁt organizations and
serve on a couple of government boards
that showed how public policy can impact
people’s lives for good. By volunteering in
some inner-city ministries, I saw the power school choice can have in dramatically
improving a child’s education. Through a
prison ministry I have been involved with
in Middle Tennessee, we have seen dramatic improvements in recidivism rates.
That is why I am so passionate about increasing the focus on partnerships with
faith-based and nonproﬁt organizations
to help solve some of our challenges. I’ve
seen them work.

If you are in favor of arming public
school teachers (with their consent
and with training), does this include
primary/elementary teachers (kindergarten-through-ﬁfth-graders) because of a disturbed parent’s potential rant, for example? From a K-12
perspective, have you sampled parent reaction, and have you sought
the advice of at least one expert
(law enforcement?) who said this
might signiﬁcantly reduce a shooter’s ability to wound/kill?

We defend our nation, our airports, our
banks and our elected ofﬁcials with ﬁrearms. But we leave our children in gunfree zones, defenseless to those who may
wish them harm. Allowing trained, vetted professionals to be a part of the solution is a common-sense approach that deserves full consideration, and as governor
I’d work with law enforcement and our education leaders to do whatever it takes to
keep our children safe.
Concerning the opioid crisis, what
could you do as governor to help decrease the problem?

There’s no quick ﬁx to the opioid crisis,
and the solution will require shared responsibility from state and local institutions, our medical providers, and faith and
community leaders.
Currently one in three patients on TennCare have at least one opioid prescription.
We also know that after ﬁve days of use,
the risk of addiction for new users sharply
increases. Reducing unnecessary prescriptions is a critical ﬁrst step to solving this
crisis.
Another step is to increase funding and
support for law enforcement to combat the
ﬂow of drugs from China and Mexico and
the new threat of fentanyl.
We must also address our mental health
system, acknowledging the shortfalls in addiction treatment and support those working in mental health. For families in crisis,
navigating the mental health system is often frustrating and complex, and we have
to do better to ensure that those struggling
with addiction have access and options.

Ideas, plans for making Tennessee
more attractive to business and industry? Any speciﬁcs that might include Knox County/Knoxville metro
area?

As a master plumber and the leader of a business that employs hundreds
of skilled tradesmen, I know the importance of skilled labor to industry. Over
the last two decades, our education system has completely neglected vocational, technical and agricultural education.
While we’ve made some progress in recent
years to reverse that trend, we have a long
way to go, and as governor I would make
skilled workforce development my top priority for education.
In addition to improving our workforce,
we should also address that Tennessee has
one of the highest tax rates and burdensome tax environments in the region.
That’s a challenge for those looking to
start or grow a business. I’ll work to create a tax climate that’s competitive with

our neighbors and simplify the tax code so
that all businesses — both large and small
— can beneﬁt.
Aside from what is mentioned above,
name one or two issues Knox County/Knoxville metro area voters have
expressed the most concern about?
What can you do to help as governor?

Everywhere I travel in the state, I ﬁnd
that most people want a good job, a great
school for their kids and a safe neighborhood to raise their family.
I’ll adjust our approach to economic development, to focus not just on big business but on the small and medium-sized
employers that create half the jobs in this
state. I’ll overhaul our BEP formula so that
we can fully fund our schools and support
our teachers. And when it comes to public
safety, I’ll make the investments necessary
to ensure law enforcement has what they
need to protect our neighborhoods and put
violent criminals away.
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State Gubernatorial Candidate

KAY WHITE, R
In terms of platform and problem-solving ideas, why are you the best candidate?

our schools and a system for protecting everyone. Prevention is the best answer!

My platform has included answers to real
problems such as solving the overcrowded jails. I also have a plan to replace the gas
tax and get rid of the tax on all necessity food
items — I call it the “Swap Tax.” Lets take all
tax off of all necessary food items and add it
to the “choice items,” which people will always
choose who have the money such as tobacco
products, beer, liquor, candy, sodas, etc. Items
which are proven to be of no health beneﬁt but
items which people choose.

Concerning the opioid crisis, what could
you do as governor to help decrease the
problem?

In terms of personal qualities and experience, why are you the best candidate?

I am the best candidate because I have
a proven record of problem-solving, working with others, bringing people together to
work for the best solution, setting personalities aside. I was instrumental in the ﬁrst year
blacks came to white schools. I was able to
“sew” good seeds in the minds of students to
accept the others as real people who were just
as anxious as we were about how we would be
accepted by them. I had a group of students
to meet those students at the door when they
arrived and to say welcome. We never had any
problems. It is how you handle problems. I
have worked in many different groups; Junior
League, Christian Women’s Club; served on the
Hawkins County Industrial Board, bringing
new businesses to our county, worked in youth
groups. I have been a small business owner
and also co-owned a large cattle farm.
If you are in favor of arming public
school teachers (with their consent
and with training), does this include primary/elementary teachers (kindergarten-through-ﬁfth-graders) because of a
disturbed parent’s potential rant, for example? From a K-12 perspective, have
you sampled parent reaction, and have
you sought the advice of at least one expert (law enforcement?) who said this
might signiﬁcantly reduce a shooter’s
ability to wound/kill?

Yes I am in favor of arming public school
teacher if they choose to be armed. However
I feel that we need trained security in each of
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I have spoken with several law enforcement
agents and I will start at the level to prevent
prescriptions for painkillers to be written without a justiﬁable reason. Next I will implement a
check system for jail employees because drugs
are rampant in jails and easy to access. Anyone caught bringing in illegal drugs will be given ﬁve years without probation, losing their job
and beneﬁts. Next I will work with my Commissioner of Safety who will be a state rep whose
former job was in law enforcement to have a
plan to give addicts a better choice. We also
need to require parents of children under 18
caught with drugs to have to attend classes to
prevent enabling addicts. I have a plan to work
with employees giving tax breaks for those who
will sign a 5-year contract to train and employee any non-violent inmate who wishes to enter
the program.
Ideas, plans for making Tennessee more
attractive to business and industry? Any
speciﬁcs that might include Knox County/Knoxville metro area?

Tax breaks are always good but also providing good roads and showing that TN has the
skilled workers required for their businesses/
industries are great factors to offer for alluring businesses. I served 9 years on the Industrial Development Board in Hawkins County
and brought 5 businesses to Hawkins County.
I can do this across the state!
Aside from what is mentioned above,
name one or two issues Knox County/
Knoxville metro area voters have expressed the most concern about? What
can you do to help as governor?

(1) Many have expressed concerns about
bridges in the area surrounding Knox County and roads with holes large enough to cause
an accident. (2) It has been expressed that
Knoxville Metro area seem to help the large
businesses and their needs while ignoring the
small businesses. I ﬁnd this true in all areas
of the state.

State Rep. 89th District Candidate

KEIFEL AGOSTINI, D
Based on your political philosophy
and speciﬁc problem-solving solutions, why should you be elected
District 89 state Rep.?

I’ve been an electronics technician for
more than a decade. In my experience as
a technician, I have learned to give people
an opportunity to not only express their
concerns but listen closely before providing a solution. I believe I can use these
tools to help ﬁnd solutions to the district’s
and state’s problems by actually listening
to people’s concerns and working together
with constituents and fellow elected ofﬁcials to ﬁnd solutions.
Based on your personal qualities
and experience, why should you be
elected?

I actively listen, not merely waiting for
an opportunity to speak. I am a ﬁrm believer in research, even if what I ﬁnd does
not subscribe to my preconceived notions.
I also believe in reading the ﬁne print,
nothing should be signed before reading it
completely.
What is the biggest “crisis” or serious problem facing District 89, and
maybe the state, and how could legislation you would sponsor, or support, help alleviate the problem?

One of our biggest problems in the district and the state is the cost of healthcare. Families should not have to decide
between keeping their homes and getting the medical attention they need. I’m
an advocate of Medicaid expansion in the
state as a temporary solution and look forward to crafting a viable, long-term affordable healthcare solution. Families in this
district shouldn’t have to spend time worrying about the cost of care when they
should be focused on their loved ones.

way we do automobiles to help keep people accountable for the ﬁrearms they own.
I hope this money will help fund research
as well as help provide support for families
torn apart by gun violence.
We have a world-class state university
system. I would propose legislation that
would ensure the funds allocated to our
universities are properly used to educate
our students and not spent paying terminated former employees.

What’s something you’ve learned
from constituent feedback that has
motivated you into future action?

The people of the district and the state
feel like their representatives are not listening to them or paying attention to their
needs. I intend to listen to my constituents
and provide them with a voice in Nashville.
What are the two most important
things you must refute concerning
portrayal of your record, character
etc.?

I don’t have anything to refute. I’m an
immigrant and I have always felt welcomed by the people of Tennessee, but
that may not be the same for all immigrants. I’m running because in order to become a citizen I had to study the Constitution, and it pains me to see how far our
representative democracy has fallen from
the ideals of the Founding Fathers.

Aside from what is mentioned above,
what are two of the most important
pieces of legislation you might sponsor or support within the ﬁrst year if
elected?

I have no desire to take the guns of lawabiding citizens. I would propose having liability insurance on ﬁrearms in the same
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State Rep. 89th District Candidate

STACEY CAMPFIELD, R
Based on your political philosophy
and speciﬁc problem-solving solutions, why should you be elected
District 89 state Rep.?

I believe in the rights and freedoms of
the individual to determine their own destiny and to make decisions without government interference of what is best for themselves and their families, as long as they are
not harming others. Government interference should be limited, and government’s
role should be to protect the rights of its
citizens and to create a fair and balanced
playing ﬁeld where anyone can achieve
their greatest potential and create a better
future for themselves and their children. I
have a well-proven history of ﬁghting job
killing regulations and empowering the individual to have a shot to get a good job and
the best education possible.
Based on your personal qualities
and experience, why should you be
elected?

Whether it is feeding thousands of poor
and needy in India or spending weeks volunteering with the Red Cross helping ﬁre
victims in Sevierville, I know as a volunteer the needs of the most vulnerable of
our society. I have proven time and again
that I stand with the people of my community and offer a hand up whenever possible.
At the same time, as a small businessman
and actual non-governmental job creator I
have learned the best long-term social program is a good paying, quality job. These
experiences best suit me to help the people of the 89th District to reach their fullest potential.
What is the biggest “crisis” or serious problem facing District 89, and
maybe the state, and how could legislation you would sponsor, or support, help alleviate the problem?

The number one problem is two-fold. A
limited supply of healthcare providers and
the out of control costs are preventing sick
people from receiving proper treatment.
This lack of healthcare options is leading people to be prescribed addictive opioids at a record rate rather than treating

their real health problems. Opioid drug
addiction is tearing apart good people
and their families. The over prescribing
of these drugs too often turns our friends
and neighbors into addicts. To help alleviate these problems we need to steer people into addiction treatment rather than
criminal punishment and expand the access to secondary providers such as physical therapists, chiropractors, etc., to treat
the base problem. I believe that a change
in regulation can increase healthcare options and result in a decrease in costs with
more potential successful results.
Aside from what is mentioned above,
what are two of the most important
pieces of legislation you might sponsor or support within the ﬁrst year if
elected?

Right here in Knoxville we have trade
schools with over a year waiting list to get
in. These schools don’t offer night or other
alternative scheduled classes. I think this
closed door has been ignored for too long
and it is time to kick it down and expand
these opportunities for job development in
good paying ﬁelds. It is time to offer more
technical degree programs and expand
course offerings so that working adults
can get the training they need to increase
their incomes with better paying jobs.
For years I have been warning about the
problems of unsafe schools. I think people
are now realizing that our schools are wide
open to threats and need adequate safety measures put into place, such as welltrained people who are willing to protect
our children and modern technology to secure our schools.
What’s something you’ve learned
from constituent feedback that has
motivated you into future action?

People are sick of hearing empty promises from politicians who talk about problems and never ﬁght to ﬁx them with common sense solutions. They have heard
nothing but talk from the “pretty people”
in the news media and have had few people willing to ﬁght to drain the swamp. The
people of the 89th District are seeing with
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our President that sometimes having a disruptive force can help shake up and dislodge the status quo. In that same mindset they see Nashville as a smaller swamp
that needs to be ﬂushed clean and see me
as the hand on the lever that isn’t afraid to
send it swirling away.
What are the two most important
things you must refute concerning
portrayal of your record, character
etc.?

A lot times people feel that I am too passionate or ﬁght too hard for the issues that
I believe in. I accept other points of view
and realize that I am not always right and
yes, I have made mistakes. But sometimes
we need to mix things up to get the conversation going to direct the changes that
our state and country need. In the end it
is all about helping people, with love, and
though sometimes we may see different
ways to get there, we all have something
to offer.

State Rep. 89th District Candidate

TIM HUTCHISON, R
Based on your political philosophy
and speciﬁc problem-solving solutions, why should you be elected
District 89 State Rep.?

I have been a conservative Republican
since I was old enough to vote ... partly because I am a Christian which includes being pro-life, and partly from being a policeman on the street and dealing with
society’s worst. I am a staunch supporter
of the Second Amendment and a current
Tennessee Handgun Permit Instructor. I
believe in the right to go armed. Being a
policeman and supervisor in our community for 33 years requires many problemsolving skills. While doing those tasks I
learned to listen to the people and base
decisions on what is best for the community. I have never been part of the establishment Republicans and therefore supported and managed President Donald J.
Trump’s East Tennessee Campaign for 15
months. I believe that ﬁrst and foremost a
State Representative should listen to the
people he/she represents.
Based on your personal qualities and
experience, why should you be elected District 89 State Rep?

While Sheriff I managed a $55 million
budget and over 1,000 employees. While
managing and preparing those budgets it
became obvious when there were changes in state government it would affect our
local government and taxpayers. It sometimes seemed they just don’t listen to us
back here. As Sheriff I turned back over
$17 million into the General Fund, which
was saved during my tenure. A legislator
should be aware of effects of even the simplest of their changes at state level that
could cause problems and increase tax dollars for all citizens. When disasters would
strike I would always respond ... from ﬂying helicopters on rescue missions following Hurricanes Katrina and Rita in Louisiana to just helping build soccer ﬁelds at
a local high school, including placing the
ﬁrst Police Ofﬁcers in our high schools
and middle schools in Knox County. Those
ofﬁcers are still there protecting our children.

What is the biggest “crisis” or serious problem facing District 89, and
maybe the state, and how could legislation you would sponsor, or support, help alleviate the problem?

I believe our crisis is Education. There
are problems with TN Ready testing not
only for the 89th District but all of TN. It
is of the utmost importance to get these
problems under control for not only our
children but the teachers as well. I believe
education should get back to reading, writing, and arithmetic. We need the Federal
Government out of our education system,
Common Core needs to go as well. Teach
academics! Let our teachers teach and
leave the politics to the politicians. Keep
propaganda out of textbooks. It seems to
me like no one is previewing what is in the
school books now. Compensate our teachers and emergency workers better.
What’s something you’ve learned
from constituent feedback that has
motivated you into action if elected?

The most common complaint I’ve learned
from the citizens is that they believe no one
really listens to them. Most often it seems
that when someone is elected and goes to
Nashville, the citizens believe those legislators only become concerned with managing what State Government wants and
not listening to and responding to the desires and needs of the citizens. Our elected ofﬁcials should be accessible and not
be afraid to go to the people so they can
ask questions and explain what is going
on with State Government and why. So often it seems our elected ofﬁcials forget the
Government belongs to the people. During
the ﬁve terms I was Sheriff, I would regularly go out into the community and speak
to groups and meet with people. I started a
Citizen’s Police Academy to bring people in
to learn how their Sheriff’s Ofﬁce and tax
dollars were being managed.
Aside from what is mentioned above,
what are two of the most important
pieces of legislation you might sponsor or support within the ﬁrst year if
elected?

First is state welfare reform. Stop giving
money to able-bodied people who are capable of working. It is a great and needed
assistance program to those truly in need
but is widely abused. We need drug testing for those wanting tax dollar support
with medical proof that they are unable
to work.
Second is legislation mandating all regulation on the Second Amendment: ﬁrearms – ownership, purchase, sales and
carrying a gun should be controlled by the
State Legislators, not local governments.
This Right by our Constitution is too important for the protection of the citizenry
for local governments to be able to minimize or change its intended use.
What are the two most important
things you must refute concerning
portrayal of your record, character
etc.?

I am Constitutional Conservative. This
often means establishment globalists
and some of the media, who are aligned
with the globalists, are generally opposing me for political reasons. While serving as Sheriff I made my decisions based
on what was best for the citizens, not the
politicians. This did not sit well with cer-

tain groups. I have been accused of not
being truthful in court, illegally spending tax dollars on government projects, illegally building a ﬁring range with drugﬁne money instead of tax dollars and using
voluntary inmate labor. These things were
eventually played out publicly and a few of
them in court and were either legal or unfounded. It is important for our elected ofﬁcials to make sound decisions based on
the desires and needs of citizens regardless of outside pressure.
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State Rep. 89th District Candidate

JUSTIN LAFFERTY, R
Based on your political philosophy and specific problem-solving solutions, why should you
be elected District 89 State Rep.?

My political philosophy can be easily summarized,
The Constitution. This document, which laid the foundation for our Republic and our shared prosperity, has
been demonized by some and disregarded by others
for too long. We must reverse this trend in our politics.
We the People made this country the envy of the
world. Not big government. Often times the best solution to a problem is the simplest solution. A return to
personal freedom, economic liberty and limited government will go a long way in ensuring our posterity
an opportunity to pursue their dreams and prosper.
Based on your personal qualities and experience, why should you be elected?

My twenty plus years of business experience in
Knox County has given me the opportunity to work
with people from every socioeconomic background. I
have found that most of us have far more in common
than we know. I have learned this by listening. And
listening is a quality that to many of our politicians underutilize. My twelve years as a stay-at-home dad has
taught me a patience I did not know I had.
As Representative I will use all I have learned as a
businessman and as a father. Couple that with my political science background. And I will Listen to my
constituents, be Patient working thru the process
and utilize my knowledge of our founding principles
to keep Tennessee a wonderful place to live and raise
a family.
What is the biggest “crisis” or serious problem facing District 89, and maybe the state,
and how could legislation you would sponsor,
or support, help alleviate the problem?

It has to be the opiate crisis. While I do believe
there has been and will always be some amount of
drug use and abuse in society it seems to have reached
a new level. I have met too many families suffering
from the effects. When families are suffering society
suffers.
I think the federal government has taken some positive steps in limiting the number of pills per prescription. Also, they are increasing efforts to stop pills
crossing the border. Good steps both. Locally I would
like to see more education about the dangers. Preferably that would come out of our communities and our
churches. If there is something more to be done legislatively I would certainly be in favor of it.
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Aside from what is mentioned above, what are
two of the most important pieces of legislation you might sponsor or support within the
ﬁrst year if elected?

Here comes an unconventional answer from someone seeking political ofﬁce. While waiting tables in
college I had four general managers in ﬁve years.
Three of them came, learned the process, and made
small improvements based on their experience. They
were all effective and respected.
The fourth came in and turned the whole place upside down to suit what he thought was effective. It
created chaos and cost him some good employees before he realized the error of his ways.
I have already been told, by people who have been
there, my ﬁrst term would be spent just learning the
process. With that said, I can be counted on to support legislation that promotes freedom, economic liberty and limited government.
What’s something you’ve learned from constituent feedback that has motivated you into future action?

The majority of people I have met on this journey
are tired of what politics are doing to our country.
Country has taken a back seat to special interest and
career politicians. I have met a few people that no longer believe we can do anything to stop it.
I have also seen that there are a lot of people that
are looking to move away from business as usual. Every time someone invites me into their home or looks
me in the eye and with a ﬁrm handshake says “Thank
You,” it reafﬁrms the American spirit is alive and well.
That is what motivates me!
What are the two most important things you
must refute concerning portrayal of your record, character etc.?

I have no record other than working in this town
since I was ﬁfteen years old. Anyone that has been in
business for two decades has probably upset someone
along the way. But I would not be as blessed as I am if
I did not do things right the vast majority of the time.
That is what I strive for.
As far as character goes, I am a ﬁrm believer that
you get out what you put in. Be it business, relationships or family. I could improve in all those areas and
I would be suspicious of anyone who did not agree.
There is only One that is perfect.
To the readers, Thank You. Thank you for caring
enough to take the time and to be involved.

State Rep. 89th District Candidate

COLEEN
MARTINEZ,
D

Based on your political philosophy
and speciﬁc problem-solving solutions, why should you be elected
District 89 State rep?

My political philosophy is that in a democracy, we care about each other and
we use the government to help us live in
a safe, clean, well-educated and productive community. I solve problems by researching a problem from every angle and
then coming up with solutions that I can
be a part of and get the community involved in as well. For example, District 89
is bordered by the Clinch River and Beaver Creek ﬂows through it. I would like to
have more options for outdoor recreation
in my backyard rather than drive to another area. Luckily, we have opportunities to
work with Legacy Parks and Knox County Parks and Recreation to open up more
of our district to outdoor adventure activities. I would like to be our district representative so I can help create greenways,
blueways and trails along Beaver Creek.
Based on your personal qualities
and experience, why should you be
elected?

I am a PTA member, substitute teacher, homeroom mom, chess club director,
youth basketball coach and Special Olympics volunteer. I run, swim and take walks
with my dog on greenways and trails. I enjoy volunteering and being active in my
community. I am also tired of driving out
of my district to go shopping or walk on a
greenway. I am a parent with children in
elementary school. Our schools and teachers are overworked and underfunded. I
have friends that work for KCS and some of
them work two or three jobs to make ends
meet. I would like to pay our teachers and
staff more and give our schools more money for resources, especially upgraded technology. I am active in our schools and our
community plus I am a parent of school-

aged children, so that gives me a unique
perspective to share among my fellow Legislators in Nashville.
What is the biggest “crisis” or serious problem facing District 89, and
maybe the state, and how could legislation you would sponsor, or support, help alleviate the problem?

I believe the biggest “crisis” facing District 89 is that we do not pay our teachers and school staff enough. I do not want
to see our teacher education graduates
leave our community, leave the profession
or choose a different career because they
cannot afford to work as a teacher. Therefore, I will sponsor legislation recommended by the National Education Association
(NEA) that calls for starting teacher salaries to be $40,000. The starting teacher
salary in Knox County Schools (KCS) is
$38,000 while the state average is $36,000.
I will also sponsor legislation supported by
the NEA that advocates that the minimum
wage for our support professionals should
be $28,000 rather than $16,000 that most of

our support professionals in KCS currently make. Knox County Schools is our county’s largest employer but if salaries continue to stay low and stagnant KCS may not
continue to be the largest employer.

against ordinary citizens owning military
grade weapons. I want to keep my children, your children and our teachers safe
in our schools. The only way I believe we
can do that is by banning assault riﬂes.

Aside from what is mentioned above,
what are two of the most important
pieces of legislation you might sponsor or support within the ﬁrst year if
elected?

What’s something you’ve learned
from constituent feedback that has
motivated you into future action?

The two most important pieces of legislation that I will sponsor or support within
my ﬁrst year will be: 1) Expand Medicaid
to cover anyone making 138% of the federal poverty level (FPL), which is $16,000
for an individual and $32,000 for a family
of four. In 2016 we had 200,000 Tennesseans left uninsured when our Legislature
failed to expand TennCare. Our premiums
have continued to rise and our residents
remain uninsured. We can ﬁx that by providing healthcare to more of our residents.
2) Ban Assault Riﬂe sales in Tennessee.
I support the Second Amendment and
have no desire to repeal it. However, I am

I received feedback from a Karns resident who requested to have more trails
and greenways in her area and also wanted to make sure we have trails and paths
that are wheelchair accessible. She further recommended installing an accessible
Fitness Trail where folks can walk around
a path and perform various strength and
conditioning exercises as well as stretches. I have spoken with the Karns Senior
Center and Knox County Parks and Recreation, and all parties seem to think a Fitness Trail would be nice to have on the
walking path behind the Karns Senior Center. So, I am currently looking for grant
opportunities to help make this vision of
my Karns constituents come true.
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State Rep. 89th District Candidate
Based on your political philosophy
and speciﬁc problem-solving solutions, why should you be elected
District 89 State Rep.?

I believe the next representative should
focus on the overwhelming costs (ﬁnancial
and societal) of the opiate crisis, responsible growth management and infrastructure improvements, great jobs and the exploding costs of healthcare caused by the
federal government’s ineptitude.
My problem-solving approach is to start
from the assumption that the people closer to these issues will know better than
I (and most other politicians) how to ﬁx
them, so we should listen to what those
people have to say. I am listed by the Tennessee Supreme Court as a Rule 31 mediator, so I am trained and experienced
in ﬁnding solutions to complex problems
even when the parties are at polar-opposite positions.
Based on your personal qualities
and experience, why should you be
elected?

1 have never held public ofﬁce because
I chose instead to devote my energies to
growing my business and raising my family. I carry with me the experiences of
someone who was raised by two working
class parents, who is now the father to two
small girls, and a small business owner
who must make payroll each week. I also
possess the qualities of someone who, because of my profession, must view complex
issues with an eye toward ﬁnding workable
solutions.
What is the biggest “crisis” or serious problem facing District 89, and
maybe the state, and how could legislation you’d sponsor, or support,
help alleviate the problem?

A “crisis” affecting my district disproportionately is the issue of growth and
infrastructure. Simply put, our roads,
schools and public services are feeling the
pressures of exorbitant population growth
in West Knoxville. Our county leaders have
more control over these issues, but I intend to take a leadership role in addressing them at the state level.
I also believe the opiate crisis is one of
the biggest ones we’re facing as a state. It
is causing our healthcare system to face

daunting pressures from nearly every angle of society — from funding sources, the
public, politicians and patients. Our police
ofﬁcers are running from overdose call to
overdose call. Our jails are overcrowded.
The Department of Children’s Services
is overwhelmed with the number of children whose parents are addicted and unable to care for them. The list goes on. I
believe we need to take a broader view of
the problem and potential solutions. As
just one example, removing (even if temporarily) the obstacles and burden some
regulations for rehabilitation centers to
operate would be a useful step. We also
must engage the health insurance industry to provide coverage for alternative pain
treatments.
Aside from what is mention ed above,
what are two of the most important
pieces of legislation you might sponsor or support within the ﬁrst year if
elected?

I cannot point to a speciﬁc piece of legislation I will sponsor the ﬁrst year; it depends to some degree on my committee
assignments. However, in addition to the
issues above, I intend to be involved in ﬁxing the Tennessee Ready ﬁasco, as well as
engaging in broader discussions about reducing the amount of testing our schoolchildren must undergo.
What’s something you’ve learn ed
from constituent feedback that has
motivated you into future action?

That people are willing to follow leaders they don’t agree with on every issue so
long as the leader demonstrates integrity,
passion, conviction and knowledge, as well
as the willingness to listen and learn.
What are the two most important
things you must refute concerning
portrayal of your record, character
etc.?

a. That my law practice, which focuses
on plaintiff-side employment law, is inconsistent with conservative principles when,
in fact, I believe the opposite is true.
b. That having not held an elected ofﬁce
makes me less qualiﬁed to represent the
citizens of the 89th District.
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JESSE D.
NELSON, R

Circuit Court Clerk Candidate

SHERI RIDGEWAY, D
Explain the job of Circuit Court
Clerk.

of the most difﬁcult periods of their lives.

The Circuit Court Clerk is an administrative position. The position has the responsibility of day-to-day operations for
the Circuit Courts, Divisions I, II, III, General Sessions Civil Division, Juvenile Court
and Child Support Court. The ofﬁce handles intake, courtroom deputies, jury, case
management, statistical reporting, quality
assurance, stafﬁng, procedural and budget requirements. A huge barrier that I’ve
discovered, when campaigning, is that the
general public does not understand what
the position requires, and how it can affect them. If any Knox County resident is
involved in child custody, small claims,
child support, divorce, garnishments or
many other court matters, whoever holds
this position will be extremely important
to their experience, dealing with these
courts! These courts handle thousands of
cases annually.
Ultimately, every person that works in
the Circuit Court Clerk system is responsible for providing professional courtesy to
each person who interacts with them.

If a less qualiﬁed person were to be
elected Circuit Court Clerk, what
could go wrong?

Why do you want to become Knox
County Circuit Court Clerk?

I have been an attorney in Knox County
for the past ﬁve years. A large part of my
case load has been taking appointments at
Knox County Juvenile Court. I also have
cases pending in the other courts; however, Juvenile Court has been my focus.
These appointments are primarily with
Dependency and Neglect cases; additionally I have also handled youth delinquency
case appointments.
Through my involvement on these cases, I have been providing community service for hundreds of children and parents in the county. I have had the “boots
on the ground” experience in these courts
and I have determined that a “balanced vision” is needed to create a better system!
In representing these families, I can attest
to the direct impact and the profound difference in their interactions with courts
when there is compassion, effective communication and transparency, during one

First, I want to deﬁne “qualiﬁed” —definitions may differ. Merriam-Webster deﬁnes qualiﬁed as having traits such as
capable, competent, adept, proﬁcient, accomplished, a good ﬁt and equal. Additionally, the qualiﬁed person has a mastery of
the law and how to interpret it. More speciﬁcally, state statues reference court ﬁling fees and requirements of the AOC.
With that being said, there are a lot of
things that could go wrong, if the person
elected, doesn’t possess qualiﬁcations the
ofﬁce demands of them.
As an example, “what is giving legal advice?” Staff in direct public contact must
at all times balance customer service and
not give legal advice. How can you effectively train your employees if you, yourself
don’t have that legal background?
In general, my vision is to create a balanced Circuit Court Clerk ofﬁce. If the
wrong person is elected, it will just be
more of the status quo.
Why are you so well suited, based
on personal qualities including “people skills” and functional skills, to
be Circuit Court Clerk?

I am most suited for this position because I am not a part of the political machine and don’t have a preconceived agenda of maintaining the current state of
affairs. I am a ﬁrst-generation college graduate with vast array of work experience. I
can relate to all stakeholders involved in
the Circuit Court Clerk ofﬁce; to the parent in juvenile court, to the staff doing intake, to the deputy clerk’s problem solving
the docket, to the judicial responsibility
of deciding a child’s fate. I bring my legal
proﬁciency to the table. Is it required? No,
but I think it should be.
It is imperative to have active listening
skills. I could not have gained my professional success without also understanding
the emotion behind the words when people speak. I can be compassionate when

the need arises and I communicate in a
manner bringing people together for a
common good.
Talk about how you will build chemistry with your employees to help make
the ofﬁce function efﬁciently.

Having an excellent working relationship with employees is of the utmost importance to me. I have already been asked
several times what my plans would be in
regards to current employees. Speciﬁcally, how many employees would I replace
to bring in my “own” people? Current employees have vital experience and should
not be in fear of losing your job simply because a new person is elected.
My vision is to evaluate the duties and
job descriptions and go from there.
Employees do need to understand the
requirements of their job functions and
what is required of them as employees, if
additional training is required or redirection, that will be my ﬁrst step. If there are
issues with a person completing their job
function requirements then further action
may have to be taken, but on the front end,
evaluation, training and team building will

be my initial steps to creating a collaborative staff.
How do you anticipate the ofﬁce
using modern technology? Any upgrades needed?

First, I believe that there are vital improvements needed to bring the Circuit
Court Clerk’s ofﬁce into the 21st Century!
Several other Tennessee counties are
using technology, which creates a more efﬁciently run court. I have been investigating Shelby, Davidson and other counties
to determine what software is utilized, as
well as the ease of use, the required employee training, start-up cost and the requirements of the Administrative Ofﬁce
of the Courts for technology used by the
court systems. I am not just going to say
that technology needs to be improved, I am
already evaluating what is available, what
are the pros/cons and not going to jump to
a decision just to meet a campaign pledge.
This system has to work for all who are involved with its use: employees, public consumers and court systems. I am committed
to balancing everyone’s needs and making
the best choice.
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Circuit Court Clerk Candidate

CHARLES SUSANO, R
Explain the job of Circuit Court
Clerk.

The function of the Circuit Court Clerk
(CCC) is to process and maintain ofﬁcial
court documents, collect court cost and
support and assist judges during court
proceedings. The clerk is responsible for
overseeing the daily operations of Circuit
Court, Civil Sessions, Juvenile Court and
Child Support, which currently encompass
approximately 60 employees.
Why do you want to become Knox
County Circuit Court Clerk?

The reason I want to become the next
Knox County CCC is to have a greater op-

portunity to positively affect people’s lives
by providing them the best possible public
service Knox County has to offer.
If a less qualiﬁed person where to
be elected Circuit Court Clerk, what
could go wrong?

If a less qualiﬁed person were to become CCC, I think the ofﬁce would be at
risk of not moving forward with the much
needed technological advances that are
currently underway. With that technology,
and the right work force to drive it and put
it to work for the taxpayers of Knox County, I think the CCC’s ofﬁce will continue to
grow and develop moving forward.
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Why are you so well suited, based
on personal qualities including “people skills” and functional skills, to
be Circuit Court Clerk?

I believe I am well suited to be the next
CCC because of my many years in public service, my ﬁve years working in Knox
County Govt., my experience managing
people and personalities towards a common goal and my belief above all else,
that EACH person deserves fair and equal
treatment under the law.
Talk about how you will build chemistry with your employees to help make
the ofﬁce function efﬁciently.

I will work to build chemistry within the
ofﬁce by having a strong, detail oriented
management team over each ofﬁce, working collectively to put the right people in

the best possible working situation based
on their skillset and experience.
How do you anticipate the ofﬁce
using modern technology? Any upgrades needed?

With regards to using modern technology and possible upgrades that would be
beneﬁcial to the ofﬁce, the continuation of
the document imaging program in Circuit
and Civil Sessions is imperative. This will
allow the building of a data bank that will
be accessible via a subscription fee. This
will not only increase ease of use for the legal community and families who need better access to their legal documents, but
has the potential for increased revenue
for the CCC’s ofﬁce and Knox County as a
whole. Juvenile Court will begin the document imaging program this budget year.

Knox County Commission At Large Seat 10 Candidate

TORI GRIFFIN, D

Why should you be chosen At-Large Seat
10 Knox County Commissioner?

Knox County residents deserves leadership
that can work well with others, bring new and
innovative ideals to the table, opens County government to citizens of all socioeconomic backgrounds and can think long term. Our county’s
population will grow by 100,000 in the next 1015 years, and we need leadership that’s prepared for the opportunities that will come with
that growth. I believe that I am that leader and
I will work tirelessly to earn the trust and conﬁdence of all Knox County residents.
How will you recommend dealing with
the budget deﬁcit, and how serious of an
issue is this? Why are you on record considering a property tax to raise revenue?

Our county budget is funded by property taxes
and sales taxes. In order to deal with our debt,
we will have to evaluate what additional revenue streams are available. Boosting the local
economy and leveraging local dollars can eliminate any tax hike, however that’s a temporary
ﬁx. We get what we pay for. Neighboring counties have implemented small tax increases in order to build new schools, pay for infrastructure
projects and to hire more ofﬁcers. With an expected population growth of 100,000 in under 15
years, we need to have a well-thought-out plan
on how to accommodate the growth and how to
pay for it. It would be disingenuous to tell residents that there will be no property tax increase
in the future.
Any areas where you plan budget cuts?
If so, where? If not, explain why this is
not necessary despite a county deﬁcit of
more than $660 million?

Removing the fee to collect sales taxes to the
state of Tennessee and evaluating the number
of those in administrative roles making six ﬁgures. If there are ways to consolidate positions
and departments to lower operating costs, they
should be explored.
Ways to encourage industry and other
business to move into Knox County?

Knox County is a beautiful place to call home.
We border eight states, no natural disasters,
and with I-40 and I-75, we are the gateway to
the rest of the country. Our cost of living is low
and we have a well-educated workforce. That’s
a major selling point to companies. I want to

work with businesses that are willing to invest
in our community and our workforce. I want to
give incentives to companies that pay their employees a livable wage and offer healthcare and
paid family sick leave. Demanding that companies be good corporate neighbors should be the
standard. One area we must work on is bringing low cost carriers to McGhee Tyson Airport.
That makes us attractive to businesses and to
tourists.
What other areas of the budget, if any,
should see a spending boost? Can this
be done without straining the budget?

I would like to see the education and safety
budgets increased. Our teachers and our ofﬁcers deserve to be paid adequately. We can’t afford to lose educators and our ofﬁcers are overworked. We can and should do more for them.
Increasing funding for infrastructure projects is
also key. The idea of a small tax increase (the
equivalent of a cup of coffee) to fund necessities should not be demonized. This is an investment; 62 percent of our budget goes towards education. That says that we value education. We
care about our children and their future. This is
who we are.
Aside from the issue mentioned above,
what are the two biggest problem facing Knox County, and what are your solutions?

We have jobs, well-paying jobs, that can’t be
ﬁlled because our students don’t have proper
training. My alma mater, Fulton High School,
once had a technical path so students could get
training they needed to get jobs in other industries. This is an infrastructure problem we need
to solve. Adding technical training and offering
apprenticeships, and certiﬁcates that won’t add
a ﬁnancial burden to students is crucial. Affordable Housing is another issue. There’s nowhere
in the county where you can rent a two-bedroom
apartment making under $17 an hour. The cost
of living has increased — wages have not. We
have to keep housing affordable for elderly, disabled and those making minimum wage. Providing inexpensive ways to increase home ownership is a way to boost the economy, working
with KCDC, banks and non-proﬁts to ﬁx, rent/
sell blighted properties. Working with developers can help alleviate what could potentially become a crisis.
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Knox County Commission At Large Seat 10 Candidate

LARSEN JAY, R
Why should you be chosen At-Large
Seat 10 Knox County Commissioner?

I am running for Knox County Commissioner because I want to be part of the bigpicture vision for a growing and prosperous Knox County. I believe this is a unique
opportunity to lead during a time when
new, experienced and educated leaders
are needed more than ever. I believe the
best way to address the demands of a growing community is to shift the conversation
from a reactive to proactive approach. Instead of simply trying to ﬁx our problems
retroactively, we must identify a long-term
vision and begin addressing the challenges we know are coming. Additionally, I believe who governs matters and public service should be selﬂess not self-serving. I
will work to bring passionate, thoughtful
leadership to Knox County Commission. I
feel my experience in the private and public business sectors along with my preparation for the ofﬁce makes me the most
qualiﬁed choice for Commissioner.
How will you recommend dealing
with the budget deﬁcit, and how serious of an issue is this? Why are you
on record considering a property tax
to raise revenue?

Much depends on the priorities and vision of our new Mayor, and until those are
presented, we simply can’t know what our
ﬁnancial model may look like. That said,
I am a ﬁrm believer that our low tax rate
is a positive factor in the quality of life in
Knox County and an attractor to people /
businesses looking to relocate to and expand within our community. If at some
point Knox County should have a revenue
deﬁciency and does not have the resources needed to properly support our citizens
or allow for adequate levels of investment,
I will work alongside my fellow commissioners to identify opportunities to reduce
spending and increase revenue.
Are there any areas where you plan
budget cuts? If so, where? If not, explain why this is not necessary despite a county deﬁcit of more than

$660 million?

If elected, I won’t have an inﬂuence on
the Knox County budget until ﬁscal year
2020 (July 1, 2019 – June 30, 2020 / voted on by Commission in May of 2019). Further, until we are presented with a budget
that reﬂects the priorities of our new Mayor, it is impossible for me to comment on
speciﬁc spending cuts. I am on record saying that the amount of debt Knox County holds is slightly high, but not unmanageable. The county currently spends less
than 10% of its annual operating expenses on debt service and has used bonds in
the past to help pay for major infrastructure needs, like schools, senior centers
and roads, instead of raising taxes. Bonded debt is an effective tool that, as long as
it’s managed properly, can help support
the needs of our growing community.
Ways to encourage industry and
other business to move into Knox
County?

I see the Knox County Commission as
a part of the larger economic development team representing Knox County,
along with organizations like the Farragut
West Knox & Knoxville Chamber of Commerce, The Development Corporation,
Visit Knoxville, the Airport Authority and
many more. I believe it’s an “all hands on
deck” approach to attract new businesses
to Knox County while also helping support
expanding businesses already established
in our community. As an At-Large member
of Commission, I pledge to be part of the
economic development team that focuses
on the long-term, big picture opportunities. More speciﬁcally, I will seek to place
a greater emphasis on a ready workforce
developed in partnership with our school
system, community colleges, universities
and vocational training facilities.
What other areas of the budget, if
any, should see a spending boost?
Can this be done without straining
the budget?

I would like to see greater spending
on our Sherriff’s deputies, in-classroom
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teachers and mental health and addiction
recovery services. I believe we can achieve
this within our current budget by systematically reviewing all departments, owned
assets and all non-essential spending to
determine if the expenditure matches the
current needs of the county. In addition,
there are several properties Knox County
owns and maintains that could be sold and
returned to the private sector. That sale
and new tax revenue could then be used
to help support the areas we deem highest
priority such as our ﬁrst responders, educators and public health teams.
Aside from the issue mentioned
above, what are the two biggest
problems facing Knox County, and
what are your solutions?

I believe the two biggest problems facing

Knox County are our pace of growth and
need for more addiction recovery and mental health services. Knox County is growing
faster than most realize. It has been estimated that well over 100,000 people could
move to our community in the next 10 to
20 years. As more people move to Knox
County the challenge of safe neighborhoods along with opioid abuse and mental
illness will continue to grow. We must ﬁnd
proactive ways to address these challenges. As mentioned, I believe the best way
to address Knox County’s needs is to shift
the conversation from a reactive to proactive approach. Instead of simply trying
to ﬁx our problems retroactively, we must
work to identify a long-term vision and set
of common goals that address the complications we know are coming.

Knox County Commission At Large Seat 11 Candidate

JUSTIN BIGGS, R
Why should you be chosen AtLarge Seat 11 Knox County Commissioner?

The reason I should be chosen is simple. My vision for Knox County is not one
riddled with politics or paybacks or back
room deals. The vision I have for Knox
County is one of the people and for the
people. I have served on numerous 501c3
boards as well as volunteer my time.
My heart is truly for the betterment of
Knox County. And with a servant leadership mindset the time is now for positive
change and someone who is ready and
willing to make a difference.
How will you recommend dealing
with the budget deﬁcit, and how serious of an issue is this?

County?

Our tax rate is low and the freeway systems intersect here. If we want to be attractive to these major businesses we
need to make sure our government is not
corrupt and our MPC and Codes Enforcement is fair and just. Too many times companies will want to come to Knox County
but are rerouted when seeing the process
it takes to be compliant in speciﬁc areas
of developing. We need to work with the
Chamber in any way we can so these companies will see we want them here as well
as working with the City Council. One of
the most important things is making sure
we keep the businesses that are here happy and do what we can to help them improve if they see ﬁt.

Anytime you have debt it is a serious
matter. Fortunately Knox County owns
multiple parcels that we can consolidate.
In doing so we will put millions of dollars back into the General Fund as well
as paying down our debt and giving pay
increases to teachers and police ofﬁcers.
When we go to look at other areas like
schools or parks that need more funding
we can look at the over 9,000 delinquent
tax properties that can become current
and foot the major portion of the bill for
these changes.

What other areas of the budget, if
any, should see a spending boost?
Can this be done without straining
the budget?

Any areas where you plan budget
cuts? If so, where? If not, explain
why this is not necessary despite
a county deﬁcit of more than $660
million?

Roadways are an issue we have to face
TODAY and stop putting off. We need to
be on a better road plan for paving our
streets to keep everyone safe as well
as drawing in new businesses. Reducing down on our 65-year wait in line for
streets to get paved will help our community seem more attractive with less travel issues. The second thing is we have
to make sure our citizens of Knox County have a good wage they can depend on.
That’s why I stress drawing new business
with better paying jobs into Knox County.

When upon Commission I will look into
every ofﬁce and see where there is wasteful spending. After these issues have been
addressed we will then put a plan into motion so we can pay off some of our debt by
eliminating wasteful spending.
Ways to encourage industry and
other business to move into Knox

We can boost areas of the budget we
do not use some 20 million dollars of our
budget now. I believe in going where we
are needed, asking are there items that
need to be looked into and expanded.
Aside from the issues mentioned
above, what are the two biggest
problems facing Knox County, and
what are your solutions?
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Knox County Commission At Large Seat 11 Candidate

DANIEL GERKE, D
Why should you be chosen At-Large
Seat 11 Knox County Commissioner?

I am a problem solver. I have a strong
belief in the importance of local government and the curial role of local ofﬁcials
in creating and nurturing a strong, vibrant, happy community. To achieve this
goal, I believe in the importance of a quality education and supporting all of those
who educate our children. I also believe in
smart infrastructure growth balancing the
needs of our residents with those of business. Throughout my 20-year career managing multi-million dollar projects, I have
been very successful at bringing diverse
groups with competing agendas together
for a common goal and I believe this type
of experience is critical for the At Large
Seat for County Commission. My vision for
Knox County is to increase the quality of
our schools, create a better infrastructure
to support our growth, take advantage of
our natural resources, advocate for more
greenways, sidewalks, parks and cleaner
water.
How will you recommend dealing
with the budget deﬁcit, and how serious of an issue is this? Why are you
on record considering a property tax
to raise revenue?

We have a signiﬁcant amount of debt
($662 million) we need to pay for. Interest on the debt is consuming too much of
our budget and this needs to be addressed
as we continue to grow as a county. Knox
County is estimated to grow by 100,000
people in the next ten to twenty years,
which means we will have to spend more
on roads, build new schools and hire more
teachers and police ofﬁcers. We also need
to ensure that we are paying our teachers
and police ofﬁcers competitive salaries.
We continue to train new police ofﬁcers
and teachers just to have them leave for
more competitive wages in other counties.
It’s expensive to train and we should be
looking at ways to increase retention rate.
One of the ways we can accomplish this tis
to pay our police and teachers competitive salaries.

Any areas where you plan budget
cuts? If so, where? If not, explain
why this is not necessary despite
a county deﬁcit of more than $660
million?

We currently have to pay the state a fee
when we collect sales tax for our county; I
would work with our legislatures and other counties to remove this fee. I would also
look at our administrative services to see
where we have overlap and inefﬁciencies
so we can reduce costs and use that money to pay down the debt. Lastly, I would
work with our ﬁnance department to have
assumptions for the budget reviewed so
we can look to see if the assumptions that
have been made historically were accurate; and if not, then I would work to modify our assumptions in the budgeting process so we can better predict/forecast our
budget needs.
Ways to encourage industry and other
business to move into Knox County?

Industry and businesses can be encouraged to move here by our county focusing on the quality of life of our residents.
Good paying jobs require an educated population, and a great infrastructure that
can support the demands industry and
businesses make on communities. Also,
companies with high-paying jobs look at
the quality of life of the community because they know in order to attract talent to their companies they have to be located in places that have things for their
workers to do when they are not at work.
Therefore, I would focus on ensuring we
have greenways, sidewalks, parks and a
good mix of businesses with our residential homes so that our residents don’t always have to get in a car to go somewhere
or do something.
What other areas of the budget, if
any, should see a spending boost?
Can this be done without straining
the budget?

the growth of our county. We have a great
county that people and business want to
move to, but if we don’t ensure the fundamentals of our community, which are the
schools, sheriff and infrastructure, then
we will not be able to meet the demands of
the growth that is projected for this county. These demands will put a signiﬁcant
strain on our budget and we need to look
at ways to increase revenue. I’m not talking about having families pay thousands
of dollars in additional taxes, I’m talking
about pennies. We do not need a signiﬁcant tax increase, but in order to ensure
we are meeting the demands of our county’s growth we do need to look at all revenue options.

Our schools need an increase in the budget as well as our police/sheriff’s department. In addition, we need to increase our
spending on infrastructure to keep up with

Aside from the issues mentioned
above, what are the two biggest
problem facing Knox County, and
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what are your solutions?

Education and Infrastructure are the
two biggest issues facing Knox County. I
propose increasing the salaries we have
for our teachers and support staff as well
as updating our older schools so we can
get rid of the mold and allergens that affect our students, teachers and support
staff that teach, learn and work in our
schools. As it relates to infrastructure, we
have to do a much better job expanding
county roads to reduce trafﬁc congestion
as well as increase the amount of greenways and sidewalks. Creating alternatives
to driving will also signiﬁcantly impact our
congestion issue while at the same time
creating a healthy population by enabling
our residents to be more ﬁt by walking and
riding their bikes to the places they want
or need to go.

Knox County Court Clerk Candidate

SHERRY WITT, R
Explain the job of County Clerk:

The County Clerk has numerous duties,
which include maintaining the minutes
and records of the County Commission,
issuing motor vehicle titles and registrations, collecting privilege taxes, the issuance of beer permits, renewing driver
licenses and issuing duplicate driver licenses and state IDs, and accepting applications for U.S. Passports. The County Clerk impacts almost every resident in
Knox County in one way or another and is
often the ﬁrst local government interaction a new resident has.
What motivated you to run for this
ofﬁce?

I am passionate about serving the residents of Knox County. Since starting to
work in the Register of Deeds Ofﬁce soon
after graduating from U.T. Knoxville, I
have learned every aspect of running an
efﬁcient and effective County fee ofﬁce.
The County Clerk’s duties and responsibilities are fulﬁlled by the “Registrar” in several states, in addition to recording Deeds,
which is where my relevant experience
comes into focus. I will use the skills I
have obtained thus far to lead an outstanding team of deputies and make the overall
experience with the County Clerk’s Ofﬁce
exceptional for everyone we have the pleasure of serving. I have built relationships
with citizens across this county and I am
fortunate to be able to continue to live out
my passion in this new role.
If a less qualiﬁed person where to
be elected County Clerk, what could
go wrong?

To effectively lead an ofﬁce that serves
almost every citizen in a County with a population of over 450,000 people, the County
Clerk must be familiar with the duties they
are charged with. The laws and provisions
in the Tennessee Code Annotated and the
Knox County Charter are rather complex
and somewhat technical. There’s very little time for “on the job training” as the ofﬁce processes over a half million transactions annually. There’s a lot at stake and
a lot that could go wrong should someone

be elected that does not have a thorough
understanding of an ofﬁce with a variety
of duties and responsibilities. Invalid marriages and invalid vehicle registrations are
just a couple of examples.
Why are you so well suited, based
on personal qualities including “people skills” and functional skills, to
be County Clerk?

I bring relevant skills and abilities and
proven results to my new role as Knox
County Clerk. I have rather high expectations of my team members, but I will deliver on my promise of making interaction
with the Clerk’s Ofﬁce an exceptional experience. I’m very conservative with resources and I instill the same in my deputies. I am compassionate and considerate,
so I expect my team members to exhibit
those same qualities, in addition to being
knowledgeable and accountable. Simply
put, I lead by example. I am lucky to have
had the support of my family and the inﬂuence of some amazing mentors along the
way and I have always worked hard to be
the best I can be at whatever I am doing.
I am looking forward to this next step. I
am well prepared and I will have the best
team serving right alongside me.
Talk about building chemistry with
ofﬁce employees, and hiring the
right employees. Explain the importance of both:

I take great pride in leading a team of
knowledgeable, professional and dependable people. A strong team is the most
valuable asset in any successful organization. That holds true in public sector and
private sector. I ﬁrmly believe in extending professional courtesy and providing
the best tools possible to get the job done.
Every transaction is important and the
way residents are treated while interacting with a County fee ofﬁce is even more
important. I am positive and progressive
by nature, so I nurture a positive and progressive atmosphere in my working environment. We are all different; we all have
strengths and weaknesses; we all have
likes and dislikes; we all have needs. The

key to a successful Clerk’s Ofﬁce is ﬁnding
the right balance when selecting members
and building the best team for the people
we serve.
How would you improve ofﬁce function in terms of modern technology?

The County Clerk’s Ofﬁce currently uses
a tried and true software solution developed and maintained by Business Information Systems. Knox County contracted
with B.I.S. in early 2008 and all 95 Tennessee counties have recently started to utilize this system. The software and sup-

port have received glowing reviews across
the state. I embrace technology and look
forward to enhancing the services provided by the Clerk’s Ofﬁce as more advancements are developed and deployed. While
nothing can replace one-on-one interaction, I will explore every option to make
the services we provide as convenient and
efﬁcient as possible. I am already working
on a couple of efforts to get feedback from
residents to determine what options they
would like to have in place for additional
online services.
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Knox County Mayor Candidate

LINDA
HANEY, D
What qualities and beliefs do you
possess making you the best Knox
County Mayoral candidate?

Qualities: Being honest and speaking
the truth and never shying away from hard
work. Being able to work with all people to
ﬁnd compromise. My background is in labor. I truly know what it is like to carry a
lunch bucket to work and come home tired
and dirty from hard work. Beliefs: That the
citizens of Knox County all really want the
same things. Democrats, Republicans or
Independents want good schools, better
infrastructure, affordable housing a living
wage and that we need to progress.
How do you plan to deal with the
county budget deﬁcit — and how serious of a problem is this? Would you
consider a property tax increase,
since Knox County hasn’t had one in
well more than a decade?

I have stated before that if the Citizens
of Knox County want to move forward and
have the improvements to our schools, infrastructure and many more issues we will
have to consider raising funds to accomplishment these issues. That will probably
involve looking to raise taxes. Our sales taxes are too high already. And they hurt the
citizens that can least afford to pay them.
The Republicans have had control of our

budget for many years now and my question is, “Why are we not doing better since
they have had the control for so long.”
Any areas where you plan budget
cuts? If so, where? If not, explain
why this is not necessary despite
a county deﬁcit of more than $600
million?

Of course there always has to be a review of the budget, but with the Republican control of our budget they should have
been able to clear any waste since they
are always so conservative with spending.
Democrats are always accused of tax and
spend but the Republicans have been busy
spending and borrowing, not being courageous enough to go to the Knox County
Citizens and show that you cannot make
thing work without the resources.
A county that does not value it’s teachers, students and First responders
(Deputies) enough to pay them a living
wage has to take a serious look at how to
ﬁx this problem.
What is your plan to encourage in-
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dustry and other business to locate
in Knox County?

I would approach any business or especially industry by pointing out that we can
provide the quality workers if they promise
to provide living wage jobs. Knox County is
a crossroads and a place that should be a
destination not a drive-through to another county. Environmentally responsible industries should want to locate here since
we offer location, location and location as
they say in real estate. We have UT and
ORNL and Y-12 to offer.
But I would be very careful to make sure
that any big industry or business would not
be given perks that would hurt the existing
Knox County businesses that have been
here for years.
What other areas of the budget, if
any, should see a spending boost?
Can this be done without straining
the budget?

After attending both the School Board
meetings that involved funding for Project
Grad and the Magnet programs, I would
want to give more funding to the School

Board to advance these programs and
give teachers a raise. I believe these funds
could be found in the budget.
Aside from issues mentioned above,
what are the two biggest problems
facing Knox County, and what are
your solutions?

Making our Educational system the best
it can be. Every other problem in the County always comes back to education. If we
fully fund our schools and pay our teachers better wages every girl and boy in every
Zip could have the chance for a better life.
The biggest part of the budget goes to education and we must improve this, which
may possibly involve raising more funds
to do so. This will also help in ﬁghting the
opioid crisis we are facing.
Affordable housing is badly needed in
Knox County. And the solution to that is
attracting living wage jobs to the County.
Also by working with the State and Federal Government to bring funds here to build
affordable housing for the hard working
citizens of Knox County.

Knox County Mayor Candidate

GLENN JACOBS, R
What qualities and beliefs do you possess making you the best
Knox County Mayoral candidate?

I believe that the Mayor works for the county’s citizens. To the extent
that they can, the Mayor acts as a steward for the County, ensuring that it
is the best possible place to live, work and raise a family that it can be.
How do you plan to deal with the county budget deﬁcit — and
how serious of a problem is this? Would you consider a property tax increase, since Knox County hasn’t had one in well
more than a decade?

The County’s debt is a serious issue. However, the County maintains a
AA+ bond rating and the current budget projects a net reduction in the
debt of $82 million over the next four years. So no, no property tax increases.
Any areas where you plan budget cuts? If so, where? If not,
explain why this is not necessary despite a county deﬁcit of
more than $600 million?

Any cuts that I anticipate are related to increasing efﬁciencies. Also,
I believe that we can utilize some smart Public-Private Partnerships to
help relieve the tax burden.
Currently, revenue increases are outpacing expenditure increases. We
have to make sure that trend continues.
What is your plan to encourage industry and other business to
locate in Knox County?

The Mayor must be the County’s number one public advocate. I plan
on working closely with the Chamber of Commerce to promote the County and all that it has to offer: a great workforce, a wonderful area for employees and a truly business friendly economic environment.
What other areas of the budget, if any, should see a spending
boost? Can this be done without straining the budget?

I would work closely with Knox County Schools and Sherriff’s Department to ensure they have the tools required to be competitive with surrounding communities.
Aside from issues mentioned above, what are the two biggest
problems facing Knox County, and what are your solutions?

First the opioid epidemic needs to be addressed because it has a direct
correlation to public safety. We want to work closely with local authorities, non-proﬁts, religious organizations and the private sector to ﬁght
the crisis. The other issue is attracting new businesses to East and South
Knox County. We want to see all four corners of the county ﬂourish.
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Ron
Williams

The Voice
of Citizens

FARRAGUT MAYOR

Vote for Ron Williams
s #OMMITTED TO MAINTAINING A
citizen driven government
s $EDICATED TO QUALITY GROWTH THAT
maintains Farragut’s residential nature
s #OMMITTED TO lNANCIALLY SOUND
AND CONSERVATIVE SOLUTIONS WITH NO
new property tax

Contact
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